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The design procedure recommended by the American Institute of Steel 
Construction (1) assumes that the bearing pressure under a base plate is 
of uniform intensity. A permissible bearing stress related to the ratio 
of the loaded area to the surface area of concrete limits the minimum 
dimensions of the base plate. The column load is assumed to be uniformly 
distributed over an effective area which is approximately equal to the 
depth times the width of the column section. The plate thickness is 
determined by considering the portions of the plates which extend beyond 
the effective column area to act as cantilevers; the plate thickness is 
chosen to limit the flexural stresses at specified critical sections. 
The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) specifies that 
the basic allowable bearing stress for concrete is 35 percent of the com-
pressive strength of concrete (1) (2). The American Concrete Institute 
specifies that the basic bearing stress is 30 percent of concrete 
strength (3). Both specifications permit the basic bearing strength to 
be increases as much as 100 percent where only a portion of the concrete 
surface is subjected to bearing. 
In the event of modest column loads, it is possible to calculate a 
small plate area which has no overhang beyond the critical section. In 
such a circumstance the designer has no specified procedure to establish 
1 
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a suitable plate thickness. The assumption of a uniform distribution of 
stresses between a base plate and a concrete footing is not true for rela-
tively flexible plates. The factor of safety which results from the use 
of the method is unknown. These problems demonstrate that the current 
design procedure is not rational. 
A knowledge of the actual behavior of the base plate system in both 
the elastic and inelastic stages is of fundamental importance for design. 
The safety of most structures can be correctly assessed if their ultimate 
load carrying capacity can be predicted analytically. With the recent 
development of numerical methods in general, and of the finite element 
method in particular, solutions of complex structural systems are now 
possible. The application of this displacement method results in a sys-
tem of linear simultaneous equations which can be solved on digital com-
puters. Nonlinear problems can be solved either by iterations or as a 
sequence of consecutive linear problems. 
1.2 Scope 
The objective of this studY is to develop a reliable procedure for 
analyzing circular base plate systems through the entire elastic and in-
elastic ranges of loading. The proposed procedure can be used to predict 
the ultimate load carrying capacity and the behavior of the base plate 
system throughout the load history. 
A mathematical model is formulated for the base plate system that 
reflects the behavior of the steel base plate and the plain concrete foot-
ing in the actual system. The analytical study is limited to small deflec-
tions and to short time behavior of an axisymmetric base plate system 
under monotonically increasing static loads. The main emphasis is placed 
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on the behavior in the inelastic range. An incremental -iterative proced-
ure is used for solving the nonlinear problem. After each load increment 
the forces and deformations are computed. The adequacy of the proposed 
procedure is illustrated by comparing analytical solutions for some base 
plate systems with experimental results. A limited parametric study is 
formed to investigate the major variables which influence the behavior 
of the base plate system. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Bearing Capacity of Concrete 
The problem of applying large loads to limited areas of concrete is 
one frequently encountered in structural design. Base plates for steel 
columns resting on concrete footings, anchor plates in post-tensioned con-
crete structures, and bridge bearings over piers are a few examples of 
the numerous bearing problems. 
Previous investigations (4) through (13} of the bearing capacity of 
concrete are discussed in detail in Reference (14). In these studies in-
vestigators concentrated their attention on a few principal variables 
influencing the bearing strength of concrete loaded through rigid plates. 
The main conclusions of these investigations were as follows: 
1. Bearing strength increases continuously for an increase in the 
ratio of the footing area to the loaded area; for a large ratio any bene-
fit of a further increase is small. 
2. Bearing strength is dependent on the depth of the concrete foot-
ing. 
3. The higher the compressive strength of concrete the lower is the 
ratio of the bearing strength to the compressive strength of concrete. 
4. A footing supported on a compressible bed will have a decreasing 
strength. 
4 
5. Lateral reinforcement in a footing increases the ultimate bear-
ing strength of concrete. 
6. Friction on the base of footings does not influence the bearing 
strength of concrete. 
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Hawkins (15) investigated the bearing strength of concrete loaded 
thorugh flexible plates; the effects of the thickness and yield strength 
of the plate, the strength of the concrete, and the ratio of the loaded 
area to total area of the plate were considered. Test results showed that 
the ultimate bearing capacity for flexible plates increased linearly with 
the plate thickness, whereas for semi-flexible plates the rate of increase 
of the ultimate bearing capacity was continuous until a maximum value is 
reached corresponding to the capacity of rigid plates. Hawkins observed 
that the first indication of impending collapse was the formation of short 
vertical cracks on the sides of the specimens, and for flexible plates 
there was an almost solid core surrounded by a cone of crushed concrete. 
He developed expressions to predict the ultimate bearing load fbr flexible 
and semi-flexible plates based on the yield line theory. He also devel-
oped an expression for determining the thickness of rigid plates. Figure 
1 compares the experimental and the computed strengths of test series B 
and D. The curve represents the proposed theoretical results. It is 
linear over the range for which the plate is flexible. At the end of the 
semi-flexible range, the ultimate load increases significantly for an in-
crease in the plate thickness until a limiting value is reached which 
represents the strength of rigid plates. Experimental results showed that 
the bearing capacity for flexible plates increased in a direct proportion 
to the concrete strength raised to 0.7 power and the square root of the 
yield stress of the bearing plate. 
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2.2 Stress-Strain Response and Strength of Concrete 
In many experimental investigations concrete has been subjected to 
complex states of stress. Most of the available information about the 
behavior of concrete under load has been obtained from static uniaxial 
compression or tensile tests. Popovics (16) reviewed the stress-strain 
relationship for concrete subject to uniaxial loading. He discussed the 
available empirical formulas for describing the stress-strain behavior of 
concrete. 
Concrete specimens subject to any state of stress can support up to 
60 percent of the ultimate load before any major internal structural 
changes occur. 
and recoverable. 
Under low states of stress most deformations are linear 
According to Griffith•s theory {17) at the end of the 
linear range the presence of micro-cracks and stress concentrations result 
in the slow propagation of micro-cracks of unstable length. Under steady 
sustained load the slow crack propagation will continue as the excess 
strain energy is dissipated in the formation of new surface until a stage 
is reached where the stressed material is in equilibrium with the external 
loading system. The system will become unstable if the load is increased 
and severe cracks will start to propagate. Newman (18) defined the load 
stage at which more severe cracking begins as 11 discontinuity. 11 
Investigators (19) through {23) have attempted to analyze structural 
and interparticle models of concrete to explain the mechanism and modes 
of failure. Although the failure of concrete has been the subject of 
much research, there is still no universal theory of failure for concrete. 
Several investigators (24) through (35) attempted to develop theories of 
failure for concrete under complex states of stress. These studies are 
surrmarized and discussed in Reference (14). 
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Bresler and Pister {24) suggested a criterion relating the octahedral 
shear stress to the octahedral normal stress at failure in the form 
where 
•oct = octahedral shear stress; and 
om = octahedral normal stress. 
( 2. 1 ) 
The octahedral stresses have been widely used for expressing the . 
failure of concrete subjected to multiaxial stresses. Kupfer et al. (31) 
obtairied a failure envelope based on their extensive tests on concrete 
under a biaxial state of stresses which can be expressed in octahedral 
shear stresses. 
Mills and Zimmerman (36) observed two distinct types of failure in 
their study of the compressive strength of concrete under multiaxial load-
ing conditions. There was a difference in the compressive strength of 
concrete between the type I test where cr 1 > cr 2 = cr 3 and the type II test 
where cr1 = cr 2 > cr 3. They developed a criterion for failure of concrete 
based on the results of their tests in which they used octahedral stresses. 
The two types of failure may be a result of the difference in testing pro-
cedure and loading sequence as discussed by Pandit (37). The test results 
were presented in the form 
where 
cr1,cr2,cr3 =principal stresses; 
f~ = uniaxial compressive strength of concrete; and 
k1,k2 =constants. 
(2.2) 
Mills and Zimmerman pointed out that they do not propose this form 
for multiaxial compressive strength of concrete because of the limited 
test data available. 
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Kostovos and Newman (38) recently identified distinct levels of 
change in the behavior of concrete when it is subjected to multiaxial 
states of stress. The onset of localized cracking occurs primarily as a 
result of breakdown of the concrete matrix. After this stage is reached 
the concrete exhibits distinctly inelastic properties but can still behave 
in a stable manner. The onset of continuous cracking occurs mainly as a 
result of fractures within the matrix, after which the material disrupts 
in an unstable manner when cracks continue to propagate. They suggested 
that stresses and strains at the onset of stable fracture propagation form 
an envelope which may serve as a basis for a lower bound failure criteri-
on. For the onset of unstable fracture propagation, the envelope may be 
used as a basis for the upper bound failure criterion. 
2.3 Nonlinear Finite Element 
Analysis of Structures 
The nonlinear analysis of structures was one of the most intractable 
problems prior to the widespread use of high speed digital computers. 
There are three categories of nonlinearity: geometric nonlinearity, which 
arises from nonlinear terms in the kinematic equations; material nonline-
arity, which arises from nonlineartieis in the constitutive equations; and 
combined geometric and material nonlinearity. 
Progress in the area of inelastic analysis was accelerated by the 
simultaneous development of the direct stiffness method by Turner et al. 
(39) and the principal of the initial strain method developed by Mendelson 
10 
and Manson (40}. Wilson (41} successfully applied a matrix method to the 
analysis of materially nonlinear framed structures. Gallagher et al. (42} 
adapted the method of initial strain to the finite element analysis by 
calculating an initial force vector. Goldberg and Richard (43} extended 
the applicability of the finite element method to nonlinear problems. 
Wilson (44) applied an incremental load procedure to the analysis of non-
linear structures. 
Subsequent application of the initial strain method in the area of 
plane solids were made by Percy et al. (45}, Argyris et al. (46), and 
Jensen et al. (47). The method evaluates the change in the plastic 
strain to re-evaluate the stress distribution. The same stiffness matrix 
is utilized throughout the iteration to reduce the computational time. 
The Tangent Modulus Method was developed for the analysis of elastic-
plastic problems. The method makes use of the linearity of the incre-
mented stress-strain laws to assemble a new element stiffness at each 
stage. The equations for the tangent modulus were developed by Pope (~8), 
Swedlow and Yang (49), and Marcal and King (50}. 
Felippa (51) investigated the application of refined displacement. 
finite elements to the analysis of linear and nonlinear problems in struc-
tural mechanics. Yamada et al. (52} obtained an explicit expression of 
the incremental stress and strain matrix for Prandtl-Reuss equations. 
Akyzy and Merwin (53) investigated plane strain indentation for cylind-
rical identers, and Lee and Kobayashi (54) studied plane strain and axi-
symmetric flat punch identation into specimens of finite dimensions using 
the finite element method. 
Marcal (55) found many similarities between the initial strain method 
and the tangent modulus method. He concluded that the constant strain 
approach does not converge in the case of elastic-perfectly plastic 
material problems because of the large plastic strains which occur in 
these cases. 
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The initial stress method was developed by Zienkiewicz et al. (56}. 
This method appeared to be suitable for general plastic behavior because 
it relies on the fact that a unique stress exists for an increment of 
strain. The total incremental stress-strain relation are used to correct 
the total value of stress at the end of each increment and the matrix of 
elastic constants is retained unchanged during the loading history. 
The research conducted in the area of nonlinear finite element analy-
sis has continued since these earlier investigations. In general, recent 
investigations have only refined the initial nonlinear techniques of 
analysis. Oden (57) has presented a comprehensive review of the nonlinear 
structural analysis techniques. The principal methods of solution for 
geometrically nonlinear problems are discussed thoroughly in his paper. 
The first application of the finite element method to concrete struc-
tures was carried out by Rashid (58) who analyzed prestressed concrete 
vessels as axisymmetric solids. He used several elements to model the 
composite structure. Rashid (59} later modified the procedure to include 
cracks in the concrete and the effects of plastic deformations in the 
steel. Nago and Scordelis (60} used an elastic linear two-dimensional 
analysis to determine principal stresses in reinforced concrete beams 
with predefined crack patterns. Nilson (61} introduced nonlinear material 
properties and a nonlinear bond-slip relationship into his analysis and 
used an incremental loading technique. 
Corum and Kirshnamuthy (62) investigated a series of models of pre-
stressed reactor vessels using a three-dimensional finite element program 
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developed by Cornell et al. (63). The structure was modeled by using 
tetrahedral concrete elements, uniaxial bars, and triangular membrane 
steel elements. The results from the three-dimensional model were im-
proved compared to those from the two-dimensional analysis, but the com-
puter time was significantly increased. 
In the early nonlinear analysis of concrete structures, the cracking 
was accounted for by stopping the solution when an element was cracked; 
then a new cracked structure had to be redefined before resuming the solu-
tion. 
Franklin (64) advanced the capability of the analytical methods by 
developing a nonlinear finite element program which accounted for crack-
ing within the finite elements and redistributed the stresses into the 
system. It was possible to analyze the str~ctural system in one continu-
ous computer program. Incremental loading with iterations within each 
increment was used to account for the cracking and the nonlinear proper-
ties of the material. Reinforced concrete frames with or without infilled 
shear panels were analyzed using layered frame type elements, quadrilater-
al plane stress elements and link elements. Cervenka (65) analyzed shear-
wall panels and compared the analytical results with those of his 
experimental studies. 
Studies of reinforced concrete slabs using the finite element method 
have been presented by Jofriet and McNiece (66) and by Bell and Elms (67). 
Cracking in plate bending elements was considered by changing the bending 
stiffness of the cracked elements. Scanlon (68) has developed a method 
of incorporating both cracking and the dependent effects of creep and 
shrinkage in slabs. He used layered rectangular slab elements which can 
be cracked progressively layer by layer, and assumed that cracks propagate 
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only parallel to and perpendicular to the orthogonal reinforcements. Hand 
et al. (69} used a layered finite element to analyze reinforced concrete 
slabs and shells. Lin (70} investigated the behavior of reinforced con~ 
crete slabs and shells in the nonlinear range of loading. 
Lassker (71} studied the nonlinear behavior of reinforced concrete 
beams using the initial strain method and simulated the inelastic behavior 
by quasi-anisotropic finite elements. Salem (72} analyzed reinforced con-
crete box culverts under high embankments and planar frames using the 
ini·tial, stress method. He considered bond-slip action between steel rein-
forcement and concrete. In the last decade several studies have adapted 
the finite element technique to the investigation of the behavior of con-
crete structures. A comprehensive list of references on the subject may 
be found in a state-of-the-art paper by Scordelis (73}. 
Phillips and Zienkiewicz (74} recently analyzed reinforced concrete 
structures using the finite element technique. Tensile cracking, compre-
hensive strength of concrete, and yield of steel reinforcement were stud-
ied. They used isoparametric elements and special elements to simulate 
reinforcement. The bond-slip between steel and concrete was not consid-
ered. Incremental, nonlinear finite element programs were developed which 
used both variable and constant stiffness methods of solutions. Several 
realistic concrete structures were analyzed and their solutions were com-
pared with experimental results. 
CHAPTER III 
FINITE ELEMENT IDEALIZATION 
3.1 General 
Most analytical investigations of structures have been on isolated 
structural elements. More recently, it has been recognized that atten-
tion needs to be focused on integrated structural systems. The success 
of analytical solutions depends on the selection of realistic idealiza-
tions of both the structural system and the behavior of materials. The 
recent advances in digital computers and numerical methods, such as the 
finite element method, provide accurate solutions for many complex prob-
lems. 
In the finite element analysis of a continuum, the continuous body 
is represented by an assemblage of discrete elements connected at various 
nodal points to make up a discretized model of the body. Simple displace-
ment functions can be chosen to approximate the variation of the actual 
displacement field over each discrete element. A variational principle 
of mechanics is usually employed to obtain a set of equilibrium equations 
for each element. Then the equilibrium equations for the entire system 
are obtained and modified for the given displacement boundary conditions. 
The overall behavior of the continuum is represented by a set of linear 
algebraic equations. The process of connecting the elements to form the 
discretized model is a topological one and is independent of the physical 
nature of the problem and its linearity or nonlinearity. 
14 
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In order to achieve a realistic modeling of the base plate system by 
the finite element method, it is necessary to examine the behavior of the 
steel plate, the response of the concrete footing and bond-link elements 
connecting the plate and the footing. One major difficulty in attempting 
the analysis of concrete structures is the continuous change in the topo-
logy which results from cracking of concrete under increasing load. Con-
crete is a nonhomogeneous material and it is difficult to idealize its 
actual behavior. Constitutive relationships and failure criteria of con-
crete under combined stress states are still incomplete. 
The difficulties encountered in the analysis of concrete structures 
and the determination of the material constants were eliminated through 
the proper idealization of the structure and the material properties. The 
choice of the material and the structural idealization is governed by the 
structural system, the required accuracy of results, and method of solu-
tion employed. 
In the finite element analysis circular base plates and cylindrical 
footings loaded thorugh circular columns are considered. In the axisym-
metric system the vertical and radial components of displacement in any 
plane section of the body along its axis of symmetry define completely 
the state of strain and stress. Furthermore, the stresses and strains do 
not vary in the tangential direction. Thus, from a mathematical point of 
view, the axisymmetric system is two-dimensional in nature. 
3.2 Material Behavior 
3.2.1 Concrete 
The tensile strength of concrete was found experimentally to be 
about 10 percent of the compressive strength. Concrete behaves in a 
brittle fashion under various tensile stress states. Test results of 
Kupfer et al. (31) on the strength of concrete under biaxial stresses 
16 
are shown in Figure 2. These results show that the tensile strength of 
concrete is not strongly affected by the presence of tensile stresses in 
the other direction. Also, the tensile strength of concrete in one direc-
tion is not greatly affected if compressive stress is present in the other 
direction. Therefore, the maximum principal stress was used as a criteri-
on for cracking of concrete in this study. It is assumed that tensile 
cracks occur normal to the direction of the principal stress. After a 
crack has formed in the element, for all subsequent loadings tensile 
stresses cannot be transmitted across the crack, whereas the compressive 
stresses of toncrete remain unchanged in the direction parallel to the 
crack. However, the material is capable of transmitting shear stresses 
parallel to the crack. Shear stresses can be carried across the crack 
by mechanical interlock. It was assumed that the shear carrying capacity 
and the shear modulus of the cracked material is 50 percent of values for 
uncracked concrete. On further loading, if tensile stresses exist paral-
lel to the crack, the maximum principal stress is used as a criterion for 
cracking in that direction. 
The strength of concrete under multiaxial compressive stress is 
higher than that under uniaxial stress as a result of the compressive con-
finement which slows the propagation of microcracks. Kupfer et al. (31) 
reported that Poisson•s ratio remains constant up to 75 percent of the 
ultimate load. In this study Poisson•s ratio is assumed to be constant. 
The uniaxial stress-strain curve for concrete was idealized by an approxi-
mate linear piecewise curve as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Idealized Stress-Strain Curve for Concrete 
Mikkola and Schonrich (75) obtained a close agreement with experi-
mental results of Kupfer et al. (31) by using octahedral stresses. The 
octahedral stresses can be expressed as follows: 
19 
'2 Q-1 12 Q T + v~ ~ a ~ f' = 0 
oct 2a - 1 m - 3 2a - 1 c ( 3. 1) 
where 
Tact = octahedral shear stress; 
a = octahedral normal stress; 
m 
f' = uniaxial compressive strength of concrete; and 
c 
a = ratio of biaxial compressive strength of concrete to uniaxial 
compressive strength in which a 1 /f~ = a2/f~. 
The above expression is used as a yield criterion for concrete to indicate 
the boundary between linear and nonlinear behavior in the compression 
region. The yield criterion is conservative and has been used in this 
study for elements under multiaxial compressive stresses. Concrete will 
crush if the equivalent plastic strain, £p' exceeds the ultimate compres-








0 = plastic incremental strain in cylindrical coordi-
nates; and 
dyp = plastic incremental shear strain in cylindrical rz 
coordinates. 
3.2.2 Steel 
The behavior of steel base plates is idealized as an elastic-
20 
perfectly plastic material as shown in Figure 4, where cryd' Eyd are the 
yield stress and yield strain, respectively. The n1aterial properties can 
be determined directly from the uniaxial stress-strain of the material. 
The von Mises yield criterion, widely used for steel, was adopted in this 
study. The yield surface can be expressed as follows: 
(3.3) 
where 
F = yield surface; 
cr , cr , cr = normal stress component; X y z 
Txy' Tyz' Txz = shear stress component; and 
cryd = uniaxial stress at yield. 
3.3 Elemental Stiffness Matrices 
3. 3,. 1 Genera 1 
Cost and accuracy are the major factors to be considered in the 
finite element analysis of structures. The use of higher order elements 
or a fine mesh is restricted to cases in which higher accuracy is a neces~ 
sity. This will result in increasing the complexity of an element and 
increasing the computational time. The linear rectangular element with 
four integrating points was used in this study to idealize steel base 
plates and concrete footings. A bond-link element was used to simulate 
the bond-slip phenomenon between the concrete footing and the steel plate. 
A number of alternative methods are available for the formulation of 
elemental stiffness matrices. The variational approach based on the prin-
cipal of minimum potential energy is adopted here. A comprehensive review 
21 
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Figure 4. Idealized Stress-Strain Curve for Steel 
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of the theory and application of the methods is given in textbooks (76) 
(77). The formulation procedure can be summarized as follows: the basic 
step in determining the properties of the element is to define the dis-
placement field HH in terms of the nodal displacements {u} by a set of 
equations giveri as 
{u} = [N]{u} (3.4) 
where [N] is the.matrix of shape function. The strain-displacement rela-
tions in the e·lement can be expressed as follows: 
{d = [B]{u} (3.5) 
where {e} is the strain vector, and [B] is the strain matrix. The 
stresses may be determined from a constitutive relationship in the form 
{a} = [D]{E:} (3.6) 
where {a} is the stress vector, and [D] is the material property matrix. 
For distributed forces the potential energy can be expressed as 
PE = fs {U}T{q} ds (3.7) 
where {q} is the vector of force intensity. The strain· energy in the ele-
ments is the integral of internal work 
The total potential energy n of the element is the sum of its strain 
energy and potential energy. Thus: 





Application of the principle of minimum potential energy in order to en-
sure equilibrium will result in the desired element stiffness matrix [K] 
and the nodal force vector [f]. 
[K] = fv [B]T[D][B] dv 
[f] = fs {N}T{q} ds 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
The force displacement relation for the overall structure can be 
obtained by the summation of element stiffnesses after modifying for 
boundary conditions as follows: 
where 
{F} = generalized nodal forces; 
[K5 ] = stiffness matrix of structure; and 
{Us} = generalized nodal displacements. 
(3.12) 
The unknown displacements can be obtained by solving the above equation. 
Thus the nodal displacements, strains, and stresses can be computed for 
each element from Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), respectively. 
3.3.2 Linear Rectangular Element 
The linear edge displacement rectangular element produces displace-
ments due· to direct stresses. However, when it is used in problems in 
which the bending behavior is important, such as the bending of the base 
plate, a very fine mesh is needed to avoid the effect of parasitic shear 
as shown in Figure 5. Zienkiewicz and Too (78) used a reduced integration 
technique to count for parasitic shear in plate and shell elemen~s. Wilson 
et al. (79) added two quadratic shape functions to the basic shape func-
, 
tion to eliminate parasitic shear from the behavior of the lower order 
(a) Constraint Mode 
(b) True Node 
Figure 5. Parasitic Shear Stresses Induced in a 





elements. The only drawback in this procedure is that displacements 
along the common edges are not solely dependent on the displacements of 
the terminal nodes. The details of the derivation of the element stiff-
ness matrix can be summarized as follows: the rectangular element with 
its natural coordinates are shown in Figure 6. The natural coordinates 
can be related to the global cartesian coordinates through the shape 
functions N; (s.n). The coordinate transformation can be written in the 
form 
4 
r(t;,n) I N; -= r. 
i=l 1 
4 
z(~.n) I Ni - (3.13) = z. 
i =1 1 
where r. and z. are the global coordinates at the nodal points. The shape 1 1 
functions can be expanded in the form 
N1 =! (1 - t)(l - n) 
N2 =! (1 + ~)(1 - n) 
N3 =! (1 + t;)(l + n) 
1 N4 = 4 (1 - t;)(l + n) (3.14) 
The displacement field within the element is approximated by the 
shape functions as follows: 
where 
u(t;:,n) = [N]{u} 




Figure 6. Linear Rectangular Element 
where 
[N] = matrix of shape function; 
{u} = column vector of nodal displacement in the r direction; and 
{v} = column vector of nodal displacement in the z direction. 
For axisymmetric problems the strain displacement relations are 
E = ~ = [N,r]{u} r ar 
Ee = ~ = l [N]{u} 
r r 
y = ~ + ~ = [N,z]{u} + [N,r]{v} rz ay ax 
[N,r] = shape function derivative with respect to r; and 
[N,z] = shape function derivative with respect to z. 
In matrix form, 
E [N,r] [0] r 
£ [0] [N,z] z 
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[) = (3.16) [!i] Ee r [0] 
Yrz [N,z] [N,r] 
which can be expressed as 
{c} = [B]{u} 
where 
{c} = column vector of strain; 
[B] = strain matrix; and 
{u} = vector of nodal displacements. 
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The stress-strain relation can be written as 
{o} = [D]{e} 
where {o} is the stress vector and [D] is the material property matrix. 
Using the principal of minimum potential energy the equilibrium equa-
tions can be expressed as 
where 
{F} = [K]{U} 
{F} = force vector; 
[K] = element stiffness matrix; and 
{U} = displacement vector. 
A four point, numerical 1ntegration technique based on the Gauss quadrant 
rule is employed to obtain Equation (3.10). 
The elemental stiffness matrix for bending elements can be obtained 
by using a simple technique in which 
where 
(3.17) 
[01] = partitioned material property matrix containing no shear 
modulus; and 
[02] = partitioned material property matrix containing shear modulus 
terms only. 
The first part is integrated about the four integration points based 
on the Gauss quadrant rule. The second part is integrated only about the 
center of the element. 
3.3.3 Stiffness Matrix of Bond-Link Element 
The bond-link element is represented in the r,z plane and is shown 
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in Figure 7. To compute the stiffness matrix, the stiffness coefficient 
Kh and Kv are assumed in the r,z directions, respectively. The stress-
strain relation in the matrix notation can be expressed in the form 
(3.18) 
where ~r and ~z are the relative displacements between the adjacent steel 
and concrete nodes. The strain displacement can be verified as 
~r = 03 - 01 
~z = 04 - 02 (3.19) 
The total deformations in terms of the nodal displacement can be written 
as 
{Us} = [B]{U} 
[ u, 
fush] _ ~ 1 0 1 ~ u2 
lusvJ- 0 -1 0 L 1u3 
u4 
(3.20) 
The stiffness matrix can be evaluated from the relation 
( 3. 21) 
Lassker (71) and Salem (72) have found in their studies of reinforced 
concrete structures that this type of bond mechanism simulated the inter-
action between steel and concrete quite accurately. In this study the 




Figure 7. Bond-Link Element 
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present in the elements, and to slip if the horizontal force component is 
greater than three times the vertical force component. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHOD OF SOLUTION 
4.1 General 
One of the most important applications of the finite element method 
is in the analysis of nonlinear structures. Nonlinearities occur in 
three different forms. The first is material nonlinearity which results 
from nonlinear constitutive laws. The second is geometric nonlinearity 
which is encountered when a structure experiences large deformations. 
The third is the combined geometric and material nonlinearity. Only the 
material nonlinearity is considered in this study because of the rela-
tively small deformations in the base plate system. 
The solution of material nonlinear problems using the finite element 
method will result in a set of nonlinear simultaneous equations which may 
be written in the form 
[K]n {U} = {F} (4.1) 
The nonlinearity occurs in the stiffness matrix [K]n which is a func-
tion of the nonlinear material properties. The coefficients of the [D] 
matrix are strains evaluated according to the.stress-strain relationship 
of the constitutive laws. The basic variational approach for obtaining 
the element stiffness and load matrices for nonlinear problems is the same 
as presented in section 3.3. The basic techniques used in the solution of 
nonlinear problems are the incremental, the iterative, and the incremental-
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iterative procedures. The techniques for the solution of nonlinear prob-
lems are discussed in detail in the textbook by Desai and Able (77). 
The main advantage of the incremental procedure is its general appli-
cability and the ability to obtain a load-deformation history. On the 
other hand, the iteration method is easier to use and convergence is 
achieved faster than in the incremental procedure. The principal disad-
vantages of the iterative procedure are that the deformations and the 
stresses can be determined only for the total load and there is no assur-
ance that the method will converge to the exact solution. Because of 
these limitations, a mixed incremental-iterative procedure which combines 
the advantages of both the incremental and iterative procedures is widely 
used. This method tends to minimize the disadvantage of the other proce-
dures. The additional computation effort is justified by the higher 
accuracy and a more complete description of the load-deformation of the 
problem. 
4.2 Nonlinear Solution 
An incremental-iterative procedure for solving the nonlinear problem, 
based on the initial stress method developed by Zienkiewicl and co-authors 
(56) (80), is used in this study. The nonlinearity results from the non-
linear form of the constitutive relations of concrete and steel. Rela-
tively small load increments are applied to the structure to predict the 
actual path of the load-deformation as closely as possible. Assuming a 
linear strain-displacement relationship, one can obtain a nonlinear solu-
tion by iterating until the constitutive laws and equilibrium are satis-
fied. 
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The incremental-iterative method is illustrated in Figure 8. The 
method can be written for the ith increment as follows. 
where 
[K.] =incremental stiffness matrix for load step i; 
1 
(4.2) 
{U~} = incremental displacement vector for load step i and itera-
1 
tion j; and 
{Rj-l} = residual load vector computed from previous iteration j-1. 
The residual load vector is caused by the excessive stresses (crex) that 
the element can no longer sustain at the current strain level because of 
cracking and yielding of the materials. As the result of cracking of 
concrete, the tangential stiffness matrix [Ki] is computed at the begin-
ning of each load step and used to analyze the structure during the itera-
tions for that load increment. The iterative procedure is terminated when 
convergence is achieved. The choice of the criterion for convergence may 
be based on the degree of approximation desired, acceptable accuracy, and 
financial feasibility. It is cumbersome to check and compute the residu-
als or displacements for each degree of freedom. In this study the norm 
of the applied load vector {F} and the norm of the residual load vector 
{R} are computed during the iterative solution. Convergence is assumed 
to occur when the norm of the residuals to the norm of the applied load 
is less than a preselected convergence factor which can be written as 
II F ·II 
1 < t II Ri II - (4.3) 
II F iII and II Ri II are norm to the applied 1 oads and the residua 1 s, and t 
is a convergence factor of about 0.01 or 0.02. 
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Figure 8. Incremental-Iterative Procedure 
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The combination of both the incremental and iterative technique, in 
which the stiffness matrix is updated at the beginning of the load step~ 
is believed to be the most economical of all available procedures of solv-
ing nonlinear material problems (73). 
The over-relaxation method proposed by Nayak and Zienkiewicz (81) 
to improve convergence has not been used in this study. This technique 
caused divergence of the solution of concrete structures {72) {73). 
4.3 Constitutive Laws of Incremental Plasticity 
A law defining the limit of elastic behavior under any possible com-
bination of stress is known as a criterion of yielding. Mathematically 
it is expressed by a surface in the stress s~ace. The general form of 
the yield surface is in the form 
F{{a}, {e: }, K) = 0 p (4.4) 
where {a} contains the relevant stress components, {e:P} is the accumu-
lated plastic strain, and K is the hardening parameter which describes 
the modification in the yield surface during the plastic flow. In this 
equation F < 0 indicates an elastic state, F = 0 denotes a plastic state. 
The flow rule relates the plastic strain increments d{e:p} to 
stresses and their increments. The plastic potential Q to which the nor-
mality rule is applicable can be expressed as 
(4.5) 
If the plastic potential is identical with the yield surface F = Q, 
the flow rule is referred to as the associated flow rule. Then the nor-
mality rule can be expressed as 
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{4.6) 
where dX is a non-negative constant to be determined, and {N} is the nor-
mal to the yield surface. 
The incremental strain is separable into elastic and plastic portions 
during an infinitesimal increment of·stress 
The total differential of the yield function is 
dF T . . .df T df 
df = {d{a}} d{a} + {d{e:p}} d{e:p} + dK dK = 0 
Equation {4.8) can be written as 
df = {N}T d{a} - H d~ = 0 
where 
1 df T df 
H = -d~ [{d{e:p}} d{e:p} + dK dK] 
Substituting Equation {4.6) into Equation {4.7) gives 
d{e:} = [D]-l d{a} + d~{N} 
Pre-multiplying Equation {4.10) by o~l[o] and eliminating d{a}, one 
obtains 
T d~ = {N} [01 d{e:} 






Substituting d~ in Equation {4.10) and rearranging the terms, one obtains 
d{a} = ([D] - [Dp]) d{e:} (4. 12) 
in which 
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[D ] = [D]{N}{N}T[D] 
p H + {N}T[D]{N} 
Rewriting Equation (4.12) 
d{o} = [Dep] d{£} (4.13) 
where [Dep] is the elasto-plastic material property matrix which is sym-
metric and positive definite. 
The isotropic hardening rule assumes a uniform expansion of the ini-
tial yield surface. The hardening parameter K depends on the plastic 
strain hardening and the uniaxial yield stress. 
Two definitions have been proposed forK (82). One definition 
states that K is a function of the plastic work only; hence, it is depen-
dent of the strain path such that 
(4.14) 
The other definition is based on the assumption that the work hardening 
parameter K is a function of the equivalent plastic strain 
(4.15) 
The two definitions of K lead to identical results for von Mises yield 
criterion. The work hardening is more general and is used by Nayak and 
Zienkiewicz (80). They showed that for isotropic hardening the parameter 
H in Equation (4.9) is the slope of the uniaxial stress-equivalent plas-
tic strain curve. 
The failure criteria can be expressed in terms of the three invari-
ant quantities (om, a, ~) as suggested by Nayak and Zienkiewicz (80) as 
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J 
am = _l = l (a + a + a ) 3 3 X y Z 




J1 = a + a + a X y Z 
- 1 2 2 J2 - -6 [(a -a ) + (a - a ) + X y ·. y Z 
J = S S S + 2T· T T - S T2 - S T2 - S T2 3 x y z xy yz zx x yz y zx z xy 
S = a - a X X m 
S = a - a Y Y m 
The normal to the yield surface {N} can be obtained in the fonn 
{N} = _1f_ = ~ aam + ~ aa + ~ _1.!_ 
a{a} aam a{a} aa a{a} a$ a{a} 
(4. 17) 
F = yield surface 
{al} dO' In =--a{a} 
{a2} da = a{a} 
for the case in which the stresses are ax' ay, az and Txy. The deriva-
tives of the stress invariant are 
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T 1 {a1} = 3 [1, 1, 1, 0] 
T 1 {a2} = 2o [Sx, Sy' Sz, 2txy] 
T /3 1 aJ3 3J3 acr 




2 1 y z tyz 
aJ3 sxsz 
2 1 - T 1 
-2 xz (4.18) --= +- (J 
a{ a} 2 3 s s - txy 1 X y 
2( t t -yz xz Sz txy>, 0 
The values of c1, c2, and c3 are constants dependent on the failure cri-
teria. For von Mises yield criterion the constants are: 
(4.19) 
The constants for the octahedral shear yield criterion given in Equation 
(3.3) are 
S-1 = _1 
cl = 2s - 1 ' c2 13' c3 = 0 · (4.20) 
4.4 Evaluation of Excessive Stresses 
In the analysis of problems with nonlinear stress-strain laws, the 
stiffness matrix is constructed by using material properties established 
during the previous iteration. After solving for displacements, one can 
obtain the strain increment d{d and the stress increment d{o}. The total 
stress {oe} is evaluated by adding the stress increment to previous 
stresses. As a result of the material nonlinearity, the stresses {oe} are 
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different from the true stresses {o}. Thus excessive stresses can be 
evaluated as 
( 4. 21) 
During the transition from elastic to plastic conditions, the intermediate 
stress value at which the yield begins must be determined. Let F0 be the 
yield function corresponding to stresses {o0 } and F1 be the yield function 
corresponding to stresses {o0 + ~oe} 




If plasticity is encountered in the increment, a factor r must be deter-
mined, such that 
(4.24) 
By linear interpolation an approximate value r can be found as 
Nayak and Zienkiewicz (80) obtai,hed a better estimate of r by evaluating 
the instantaneous position of the yield surface, F2, where 
T F2 = -{N} ·Mol· ~r1 
and an improved value of r can be given by 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Tne value of r is used in the correction of the incremental plastic 
strains and stresses. The strain increment Me:} may be separated into 
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two parts: an elastic strain increment r~{£} which corresponds to a 
stress point on the yield surface; and a plastic strain increment (1- r) 
~{£} in the same manner the stress increment can be separated. 
The excessive stresses can be calculated as 
{ } - !~{£} [0 J d{£} 0 ex -
rM£} P (4. 27) 
where [DP] is the plastic material property matrix. 
written in an approximate form as 
The equation can be 
{o x} = ( 1 - r) [D ] Md 
e P (4.28) 
The error resulting from such an approximation is very small and no correc-
tion is necessary in the case in which the departure from the yield surface 
is sma 11. 
The excessive stresses are converted into unbalanced nodal forces as 
(4.29) 
where {P} is the unbalanced forces resulting from the excessive stresses 
4.5 Outline of Computational Steps 
The computational procedure can be summarized as follows: 
1. Divide the total load vector {F} to be applied into suitable 
small increments {~F}. 
2. Apply a load increment {~F} to the structure. Store {~F} in the 
residual load vector {R}. 
3. Assemble the stiffness matrix [K] using geometry and elastic 
data. Analyze the structure using the load vector {F}. The Gaussian 
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elimination procedure is used to solve the linear simultaneous equations. 
Solve for incremental displacements {4U}. Update the displacements {U}. 
4. Using the incremental displacement {4U}, compute incremental 
strains {4£} and update the strains {£}. 
5. Determine incremental stresses {4o} using the incremental strains 
{4£} and the current material properties. Add the incremental stresses 
to the previous stresses to obtain the stress vector {o 1 }. 
6. Check the stresses against possible transition criteria (criteria 
for cracking, crushing, and yielding). If none of the transition criteria 
is achieved, proceed to step 10. 
7. Calculate material property matrix [D] based on the current 
strains and stresses. Determine the stress vector {o} at which the ele-
ment can sustain at this strain level. 
8. Obtain the.excessive element stresses {o } by subtracting the 
ex 
stresses {o} from {o 1 }. 
9. Convert the excessive stresses {oex} into unbalanced nodal forces 
{p} for the element. 
10. Add the unbalanced nodal forces to the global unbalanced nodal 
loads {R}. Calculate a new elemental stiffness matrix. 
11. Check all elements repeating steps 4 through 10. 
12. Use convergence criteria mentioned in section 4.2 to determine 
if convergence is achieved. If convergence has not been achieved, per-
form a new iteration cycle starting from step 3. 
13. If convergence has been achieved, apply a new load step starting 
from step 2. 
A flow chart for the computational procedure is summarized and pre-
sented in Figure 9. 
Read and Print --~ 
Control Informatio~ 
Read Geometry of Structure 
and Boundary Conditions 
Read Material Properties 
Read Applied Loads 
Assemble Stiffness Matrix 





Figure 9. Flow Chart for Computational Steps 
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Calculate Incremental Strains 
and Stresses and Update 
Strains and Stresses 
Check Applicable Transition 
Criteria and Calculate 
Excessive Stresses 
Compute Unbalanced Nodal Loads 





In order to illustrate the solution capability of the program and to 
verify the accuracy of the method used in this study, several problems 
have been solved. Analytical results are compared with experimental re-
sults which are presented in Appendix A, and with results obtained by con-
ventional closed form solutions. 
In this chapter several problems are described and discussed. Data 
input and output information is presented in Appendix B and a computer 
listing for the program is presented in Appendix C. All computations were 
carried out on the IBM 370/185 computer. 
5.2 Example Solutions 
5.2.1 Simply Supported Circular Plate 
A simply supported circular plate was solved to verify the accuracy 
of the integration technique used in this study for bending elements in the 
elastic range of loading. A plate with a radius of 2.61 in. and a thick-
ness of 0.26 in. was selected. The plate was loaded with a concentrated 
load of 62.83 lb at the center. The plate material had a modulus of 
elasticity of 10.5 x 106 psi and a Poisson's ratio of 0.33. The exact 
deflection at the center of the plate is 1.221 x 10-3 in. The plate was 
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idealized by 28 rectangular elements. The central deflection for the 
bending elem~nts was 1.208 x 10-3 in. with a difference of 1 percent. How-
ever, the central deflection for the rectangular elements without bending 
mode was 1.075 x 10-3 in. with a difference of 11 percent. This problem 
demonstrates the adequacy of the integration technique used in this study 
for bending elements. 
5.2.2 Thick Wall Cylinder 
A classic case was studied to test the plasticity routine of the com-
puter program. Hodge and White (83) studied an infinitely long thick wall 
cylinder under internal pressure for the case of elastic-perfectly plastic 
material using the von Mises yield criterion. The cylinder had an inner 
radius, a, and an outer radius, 2a. The internal pressure, p, was in~ 
creased from 0.7 p/k to 1.4 p/k in eight increments, where k is the yield 
stress in pure shear. The solution was obtained for ten rectantular ele-
ments. 
The results of the finite element analysis in this study are compared 
to the solution obtained by Hodge and White in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 
10 shows the pressure-external displacement of the cylinder presented in a 
nondimensionalized form, where G is the shear modulus. Figure ll shows 
the distribution of radial, hoop, and axial stresses after the elasto-
plastic boundary had propagated to 1.5a. The results of the finite ele-
ment analysis show excellent agreement with the close form solution of 
Hodge and White~ 
5.3 Circular Base Plate System 
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boundary, and geometric conditions were studied both experimentally and 
analytically. The various aspects of the experimental program are pre-
sented in detail in Appendix A. The concrete footing portion of the base 
plate system was idealized by 400 rectangular elements having a height of 
l/2 in. and a width of 1/4 in., as shown in Figure 12. The circular steel 
base plate was connected to the concrete footing by bond-link elements. 
The stiffness of the bond-link elements was chosen to suppress the rela-
tive displacements between the nodes at the bottom surface of the base 
plate and the nodes at the top surface of the concrete footing. Large 
numerical values were used for the stiffness of the bond-link elements. 
The stiffness of the bond-link elements must be chosen with caution be-
cause small or extremely large stiffness values may result in erroneous 
solutions. In this study a combination of constant and variable stiff-
nesses was used to improve the convergence of the solution. 
Analytical load-deformation curves for the eight base plate systems 
are presented and compared with experimental results in Figures 13 through 
20. The vertical displacement of the center of the plates relative to the 
edge of the plate and the vertical displacement of concrete at the outer 
edge of the plate relative to the edge of the plate are presented. The 
predicted ultimate load carrying capacity of the base plate system is in 
close agreement with experimental results. The load deformation curves of 
the proposed analytical model compare well with experimental results of 
this study. The use of a finer mesh, or a more complex material, or 
smaller load increments might result in better agreement with experimental 
data. However, the inherent uncertainties associated with the characteris-
tics of the individual experimental specimens may result in some differ-
ences when comparisons of this type are made. 
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Figure 12. Finite Element Idealization of Circular 
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Figure 14. Load-Deformation Curve, 
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Figure 16. Load-Deformation Curve, 
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5.4 Variables Influencing a Circular 
Base Plate System 
60 
Existing design methods express the bearing strength of concrete as 
a function of the compressive strength of concrete. Increased bearing 
strength is permitted when the load is applied to only a portion of the 
surface of the footing. In design, a base plate thickness is chosen to 
limit the bending stresses in the plate. Therefore, the compressive 
strength of concrete, yield strength of the steel, and the fraction of 
the concrete surface under load are the major variables influencing the 
design and possibly the behavior of the base plate system. 
A concrete footing with a diameter of 8.0 in. and a height of 4.0 
' in., and a base plate having a diameter of 5~0 in. and a thickness of. 0.5 
in. were selected as a reference to study these variables. This footing 
was idealized by 64 elements, eac~ having a height of 1/2 in. and a width 
of l/2 in. A compressive strength of 3000 psi was used for concrete foot-
ing and a yield strength of 36,000 psi was used for the steel. The base 
plate system was loaded in a manner which corresponded to a loading which 
would occur with a pipe column having a nominal diameter of 3.0 in. The 
ultimate load carrying capacity of this system was 71 kips. 
The influence on the ultimate capacity of the footing system result-
ing from variations in the compressive strength of the concrete footing, 
yield strength of the steel plate, plate thickness and plate diameter on 
the base plate system are presented in Figures 21 through 24. The in-
crease in the ultimate load carrying capacity of the base plate system 
resulting from an augmentation in the yield strength of the plate was 
more significant than the increase in capacity resulting from an augmenta-
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of base plates increased with an increase in the plate thickness until a 
limiting value was reached which represents the thickness of a rigid 
plate. The capacity of the base plate system also increased as a result 
of increasing the plate diameter. 
These limited parametric studies illustrate the manner in which the 
program can be used to investigate the variables which influence the capa-
city of the base plate system. By further experimental and analytical 
work, improvements in the present design procedures may be realized. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Summary 
A model for circular base plates based on the finite element method 
was developed. The principal characteristics affecting the behavior of 
the base plate system were incorporated in the model. Steel was ideal-
ized as an elastic-perfectly plastic material. Concrete was assumed to 
be an isotropic homogeneous material when loaded in the elastic range and 
was assumed to be an elastic-perfectly plastic material in the compression 
zone. Cracking and crushing of concrete were considered also in the non-
linear range of loading. Steel base plates were connected to concrete 
footings through bond-link elements in such a way that a slip and separa-
tion between the two materials was permitted. Linear rectangular elements 
were used in this study to represent the steel base plate and the concrete 
footing. An integration technique was used in this study for elements in 
which the bending behavior was important. 
Several numerical examples were solved to demonstrate the validity 
of the proposed model. The analytical solutions compared favorably with 
experimental results. The proposed model appears to be adequate for pre-
dicting the ultimate load for circular base plate systems. A limited 
number of solutions was obtained to study the effects of certain variables 
influencing the ultimate load carrying capacity of the base plate system. 
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6.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The proposed analytical model is capable of analyzing and predicting 
the ultimate load carrying capacity for circular base plate systems. The 
effects of the material nonlinearities, cracking, crushing, and yielding 
were included in the analysis and the material model was adequate to ana-
lyze the base plate systems. 
The compressive strength of concrete, yield strength of steel, rela-
tive area of base plate, and thickness of plates are the major variables 
influencing the behavior of the base plate system. Experimental results 
in this study indicated that circular base plate systems exhibited a 
lower bearing strength than square base plates which were loaded through 
wide flange sections (14). 
The base plate model can be extended to include reinforcement in the 
concrete footing to better simulate actual~design conditions. Also, dif-
ferent boundary conditions can be included in the model to allow for 
interaction between the structure and the surrounding soil. The results 
obtained suggested that more general problems, such as a three-dimensional 
base plate system which includes plates loaded by wide flange columns, can 
be solved by the method used in this study. 
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The tests involved eight specimens. Each specimen consisted of a 
circular base plate and a cylindrical mortar footing having a diameter 
of 10 in. and a height of 10 in. The plates were either 6.5 in. or 8.5 
in. in diameter. Details of the specimens are given in Table I. The 
specimens were loaded through a loading apparatus as shown in Figure 25. 
TABLE I 
OUTLINE OF BASE PLATE SPECIMENS 
Compressive Age 
Base Plate Size Strength at 
Speci- Diameter Thickness of Concrete Test 
men (in. ) (in. ) (psi) (days) 
Cl 6.5 0.250 3140 38 
C2 6.5 0.375 3140 38 
C3 6.5 0.500 3140 39 
C4 6.5 0.625 3140 39 
C5 8.5 0.375 3140 40 
C6 8.5 0.500 3140 40 
C7 8.5 0.625 3140 41 
C8 8.5 0.750 3140 41 
A.2 Materials 
The mortar in the investigations contained type I portland cement 














































by weight of cement and sand were 1.00:5.00; the water-cement ratio was 
0.7. The nominal strength for the mix was 3000 psi. The mortar was 
mixed in the laboratory and the compressive strength of concrete was 3140 
psi and the tensile splitting strength was 250 psi~ A typical stress-
strain curve for concrete used in this study is shown in Figure 26. The 
circular plates were annealed to relieve the effect of the residual 
stresses which resulted from flame cutting of the plates. Coupons were 
cut from the plate material and tested in tension; the results of the 
tests are given in Table II. A typical stress-strain curve for the steel 
used in this study is shown in Figure 27. 
TABLE II 
TENSILE PROPERTIES OF PLATES 
Plate Strength 
Thickness Yield Ultimate 
(in.) · (psi) (psi) 
0.250 39,000 60,500 
0.375 30,100 47,400 
0.500 28,400 50,600 
0.625 36,000 61,600 
0.750 34,600 58,200 
A.3 Experimental Procedure 
Cylindrical footings and control cylinders were cast in disposable 
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internal vibrator. The cylindrical footings and control cylinders were 
removed from the forms after one day and cured in a moist room until the 
time of the test. 
Vertical displacement at the center of the plate and of the concrete 
footing at the outer edge of the plate was measured relative to the edge 
of the plate by two DCDT displacement transducers as shown in Figure 28. 
Load displacement curves were continuously plotted during the test by two 
X-Y recorders. The load was applied concentrically to the plates through 
a loading apparatus. The loading apparatus had a 3.5 in. outer diameter 
at the loading surface. Portland cement grout was used to position the 
plates on the top of the footings and high strength gypsum cement grout 
was used bet~een the bottom of the footing and the one-inch thick shoe 
plate. Four dial gages were placed horizontally at 2.0 in. intervals to 
detect the horizontal motion of the footing as shown in Figure 28. 
A.4 Experimental Results 
Circular base plates were loaded up to failure and the load was 
applied in increments of 10 kips. Vertical cracks formed at the surface 
of cylindrical footings and propagated, thus indicating splitting due to 
tensile stresses normal to the radial direction. Failure in all cases 
occurred by formation of a solid core under the base plate followed by 
splitting and radial cracks. A typical specimen at failure is shown in 
Figure 29. The load carrying capacity of the base plate system dropped 
after the ultimate load was reached. Edges of base plates having a dia-
meter of 6.5 in. did not deflect upward and separate from the concrete 
footing even at higher loads, although edges of base plates having a 










Fiqure 28. Loading Arrangement for Circular Plates 
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Figure 29. Circular Base Plate 
System at Failure 
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footing. The deflections of the center of the base plates and of the con-
crete footing were measured relative to the edges of the base plate. The 
ratio of footing area to the plate area, the ultimate bearing stress and 
the dimensionless relationship between the ultimate bearing pressure and 
the concrete compressive strength are summarized in Table III. 
TABLE III 
RESULTS OF CIRCULAR BASE PLATE SPECIMENS 
Ultimate 
Ultimate Bearing ~ Load Stress, qu f• Specimen (kips) R (psi) c 
Cl 80 2.36 2,410 0.768 
C2 90 2.36 2,710 0.864 
C3 108 2.36 3,250 1.036 
C4 120 2.36 3,610 1.152 
C5 88 1.38 1,550 0.494 
C6 110 1. 38 1,940 0.617 
C7 136 1. 38 2,390 0.763 




B.l INPUT INFORMATION 






NUMNP NUMEL NMPRT NB 
J IS- J - -- 1 _1 ~ L I I 5 I l I 5 I 
5 1 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 
NUMNP = total number of nodal points 
NUMEL = total number of elements 
NMPRT = number of parts (maximum 10) 
NB = number of bond-link elements (maximum 50) 
MESH GEOMETRY 
NPT Rl Zl R2 Z2 NR NZ NNS NES END 
rT21 1 .. _ng. __ 3 _l__~lQ._3 _j_ EJ0.3_ I El0.3 I Is J Is L_!~- l_Is I I A~_] 





NPT = number of a part 
Rl = r coordinate of first node in a part 
Zl = coordinate of first node in a part 
R2 = r coordinate of last node in a part 
Z2 = z coordinate of last node in a part 
NR = number of elements in r direction 
NZ = number of elements in z direction 
NNS = number of first node in a part 
NES = number of first element in a part 
All units must be consistent in all input data. 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
~ rPR.0(2), NPR0(3) , NP. R0(4~ nn 1~-- _ 1 I5 1 Is 
5 - 1 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 
FROM TO 
NODE NODE NSTEP E v FT FC ALFA BETA 
~--Is 1 IS 1 Is=r~ET0-:3- 1 Elo:3 1 ETO.J--TtTO:J-- 1 EHf.3 1 El0.3 1 
5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
EQUIVALENT 
PLASTIC 
STRESS STRAIN STRAIN 
CtTo.-1 I El0.3 I __ E_l0._3 I 
1 10 20 ~0 
(X) 
U'l 
NPRO(l) =material type (concrete= 1, steel = 2) 
NPR0(2) = (no bending mode= 1, bending mode= 2) 
NPR0(3) = number of points in a stress-strain curve in tension 
NPR0(4) = number of points in a stress-strain curve in compression 
E = modulus of elasticity 
v = Poisson•s ratio 
FT = ultimate uniaxial stress in tension or yield stress in tension 
FC = ultimate uniaxial stress in compression or yield stress in compression 
ALFA = f• /f• t c 
BETA = a /f 1 = a jf• 1 c 2 c 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
FROM TO 
NODE NODE NSTEP U V END 
I IS I_ IS J __ 15 __ L _ _ll1 IIJ]- ----------- Dill 
5 1 0 15 20 24 25 56 58 
APPLIED NODAL LOADS 
FROM TO 
NODE NODE NSTEP FR FZ DFR DFZ END 
I IS I IS I 15 I l El0.3 I El0.3 _, El0.3 I -El0.3 I IA3] 
5 10 15 20 25 35 45 55 65 71 7 3 
co 
m 
FR = initial load in r direction 
FZ = initial load in z direction 
DFR = increment of load in r direction 
DFZ = increment of load in z direction 
ITERATION DATA 
NSTEPT . NIT . NRUN __!f_BQ_ !PRINT TNC 
L___l§~~_L_r~:l _ 1. r5 1 JTn 1 r5_ 1 Elo.3 1 
5 1 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 
NSTEPT = maximum number of load steps 
NIT = maximum number of iterations per step 
NRUN = run identification number 
IFRQ = frequency of updating stiffness matrix 
!PRINT = frequency of printing output data 
TNC = convergence factor 
(X) 
........ 
B.2 Output Information 
A complete list of input data is printed. Calculated results are 
printed according to an option specified by user. The computed forces 
and deformations can be printed at each load increment or at any speci-
fied number of increments. 
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For each load increment radial and vertical displacements are cal-
culated at each node. Also, radial, hoop, vertical, and shear stresses 
and the principal stresses are calculated for each element. Messages are 
printed for elements when cracks or yield occurs on those elements. 
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
89 
······························~··········~···························· . . 
PA~t;:.t,.\."1 •tfEA • 
"'CNL!~.FA;¥ Ft'iiTE ELE'(=••T .\'•.\LYSIS OF AXlSY~KETA.IC ST~IJCTURES * 
. . 
l4 ... CU4GE US EO 
OIC.ITtL CI'J~P'Ulf't 
pa JGR .A't<4ER 
FORJR~'I IV 
1 ~" HJ-185 
HUSSA.H "'• GHA.~£M 
• THIS P~n~~~~ ~JLV:S A•!sr~~ET~'C STF~=TUAES KY USING TH: FINITE 
• 
• 
* ELE~E"H M£f;-t~). A'' 1\C:.: .. ::~'':'".!.t-!fC.~ATJ'VE P::t:lCEOJ:tf IS USCD I~ T-IE * 
• S<llUTI CV~ lF O!= sJ•R 1 ~:J.:~t iloilO Et.Et~~S. • 
•.......•.•.............................••..•....•.....••..•••.••••••. 
C.---->O=tiVEP. i=O:t ~!)!JG;-A!'t •oFEA. 
t~ii-L!:lT :r~.:..1.. • 8 ( .=..---;, J-Z ) 
C---->OI!-!:•4StC•.s CF 1 A1 4'-). •!;• Ofpc;;'4:l Jtf V.\LUE Of MAX'4BO- SEE BELOW 
Ott.tf•~st:JI'.; a\ll24,t.ZJ.olltl2o4r) 
C---->OlliiiiiE"'iS·tO~S PF F·JLlU•·:·::; .Z.I'.4YS CE~EI'\0 t.J~ VALUE OF NP14AX - BElOW 
001~E~Sia~ XC~7JJ, Yt57:t, FX(57~1. fY(S7Cl, ~P:lDE,S7l), ·sFXIS7l,, 
1 USIS-T.:a. V5157Jt, lST.lalSTOS , FCRCE(1140J,SFORCEI114:H. 
2 DIS>Lill4~1, lHf&lll~OJ,:FORCEill~OJ, XFJR:EilHOJ, 
3 SFY15701 
: --··>OI"~~t .. S l nNS f"!F F9L LJ:.i' I·~ A.t:t.\ YS O!::Pf"..tO O.'t VALUE OF NEl!ltAX-- BELO" 
Ul 111111p.,s I 'Jr. ,.,Ct ~ ('l,"-1. ~I Sl.JJ, PRiSlOI, ltTYPC 5101• NeLPT( 510). 
01"-:.~S!~f. "-4~-Cil~.ZJ, SltttllJJ, 5R.Yil0J 
:----)"4Xl~~JM ~SSH J4TA 
C ";u~o~:n::t OF "fUDES 
""P"'I\X • 573 
C NlJii6Eot CF ELE11i:~HS 
~.EL,..AX • 510 
>IAXI~<J~ DIFFE•~,.CE Ill ElE'IENT 'lODE NUMBERS 
'1AXlltd0 E 33 
C MUl~·J~ SfORAGE SIZES 
'1WIDE • 2 • 11AXM30 + 2 
~L~M~ • 2 • ~~~~E 
'4611AX•l0 
~HtMAXZ • tiP'KAX * 2 
t---->OI'1fNSIONS OF '.l' A~O 1 1) 1 MUST BE APILO!iG, "WlDEJ, 8IHL)"'4~1 
OCill FINEL2( •• a, X, Y, ~~C. E, ~~. FX, FY, kP:OaE, US, VS, 
1 NP~.\X, tiCl.Mt.l, JJ&X"O:J, Mio~lDE, MlONG, ISTAR ,~8HAX , 
Z NBC, S~Ht S<V, NP~AXZ, FO~CE, SFO~CE, OISPl, OElT4, 
l CFORCE, XFORCE, MTYP, NElPT, SfXo SFY I 
STDP 
EI'IO 
S!J)::•:uT!~.E ~==:-•O:l2( Ao R, X, Yt '\DC, ~. P~, rx, Fy, ~~PC~O::, ~S .. VS, 
"';»-..j,~. ,.1f"L 1!.x:, '"'L'(· .. ao. ~· ... ;o~ .... tr.'.IG, tsr:.~."~f\'~~AX, 
\~C. So<.H, SKO:, ~_,·•t.x:,· ;~~('", SF-0~Cf, :::SPL, Ct.LTA, 
CFCO'=E• XF"'J..;CE, 111 iV,, ~.rv•r, SFXf ~FY J 
C---->-"'-lP; p;,;:c .. :~!,"-' ~.)A. ?•nt_;.:,A.'4 l',;f,\ - Fl:O..ITE "£LE"'~'H M~.\LYSIS OF 
l..t!SYIII''t::r:ct(S !t1'"1!:'4t;".\P' ELASTICITY PilCf'.LE"~S 
!"PJL!CJf -~&l • 8 ( t.-ri, 0-l J 
1 ~ F·;":l'f.'\! ( l:-ill2. 3) 
2JC~)F·p~~t.&,T I 1H!. 1 1/11/, 
l Slrl FI~ITE ELE~E~T A~ALVSJS"CF AXlSY'4M~T~tC S~LIOS, 
2 2b~ P~D-~L!:ws- P~ JCiU~ '~F:t. ,/(, 5X, 20Aft, 
l Ill ., 5X, 2')t.t, ) 
2J1;) f')~YlT(J/, 1 ••••• PROUAJ.fll P~'JCEEJEO lll c:.·"''4.t•,')S ••••• 1 ,//) 
202C~f~~v~~ C l~l. IIIII, 
l.t-::.c.• "Tr :s t'1.:.0 STfP NU."H;c~ ••••••••••·····•••"";:ST~p,.. •,13,// 9 
;! L .. x,• -..;.:"-.~• 'r:!' TH; LGAO VC:CT~Q •••••••••·•···.Et•,,~~-"1.: •,:Hz.),/) 
2'J:l f;=:..._.\!l//.2(,• •••• tT=~ATIC=o PPCC:SS :JffS ~CT ·':CV/':~GE •,J 
L,2(,• t-!!~t.:l:;·., ~c. •,r3,• ::xc.uuo"i f4ttt·s: TE,"'!l~·"-'C.D •,Ill 
2J4J f.}~··~"!(l/.lJX,• ST:..=tT ITEQATlCN :-.U'-t-i'!:q, •••••.•••••rdz •,(3,1 J 
2::)5j FU:;)•·:.'!'(//,l)X,• tt0~11 nf. THE "!.ESIOU:.L LJ.AC VECTO~ ..... !ELFOA.CE.a•, 
1 i)ll.},/J 
2•'H,.) f"):t-.1.~(//.lJX,• 'P'~JTAL NU11SER CF tTE 011 • .1Tl:::t~-S Pl THE LOAO STEP 'tilt 
1 ' ••••• •ol = •, 13,/) 
2~70Cf~~YaT (/l/45ri ~AXI~U~ 8~~P~IOT~ EJCEE~ED. TO CO~RECT: , 
R:: ".,U"'Id[~ "''IJOf ~ T,1 ;: !!OliC5 u,u:t"tiJ:4 r 
0~~0 PAQA~FT~~ TO, 15, 
l I 45H 1. 
2 I JOH 
3 I 47rf O=t, 2, CHM ... ';E V.AlUf Cr 1 ~/.~"130' l~~ :J~IV:R 
4 I 4:3!-t A•J!) A ::OI-'"'E"tS! ('~ !;l;: AYS 1 A • A~,;) • 8 1 • 
~LA.STIC S~LUTIC~ IS (fY~l~T~O ••• H~G ' 1 //J 
tiJNLlNEAI:I ·SOLUTIO·~ !CCC"1PliSIIEO ••• H"tG 1 ,//J 
20A~ F~~Y£.1//,l~X,•••• 
21'~ F,c~~T(// 1 l~X.•*e• 
c---->C1~Yr~ ST~r~~f~TS 
C~"'""r:'"'~ I COTJT I I ill( 20). 102( 20) 
C~~v1~ I ~~S~ I Xl, Ylr XZ, Y2t ~X. NY, ~PT 
J(Of.lllillll(·~ I MATl I ~~11-)J, PPN(l·,lr ELF.a(tC,, lfH2110), INL2(10), 
1 :""4S.T=.Pl(l'H, WillX(10,3.1t:l, FYT(lOJ, FYC.(lQJ, 
2 N>";(:1(4,10J, ~Lb:Tn.:H, ".,.P~.T 
OCJ!i~~ I OISP I LJSP~ClUJ, VS·n•ClJ), INI3fl01, Pll3(10lt 
1 ~STEPJ(lJ), KC()::Xt-.:110), ~r!lfYNCl!J), JSP 
Cr'!'""HC~ I lOAD I flHHlOl, FVfH lJJ, JNl'tClC), INL4(10J,~STEP4C101t 
1 SFU'HlOJ, SFVr:tl')J, JL 
C"J~~::;"' I a~rm I PH51JOl, I!'IIL5l3)), RF0(20), Pli9 









XC~lP"'1.!X), YP~P~.,X), NPCH.tELMAX,4), r;;»CCDE(NP!ItAX), 
FX('-.:?"1/.XI, fY(NPMAX J, UStNP:H.X J, VS (r..,PtiAX), EINflMAXJ, 
P~f~El~AXJ, A(ML~NC,MWIOEJ, i(~l~~Gl ,N~C(NdM4X,21, 
lSTA~(~PMAX) ,SKH(~H~AXJ, SKV(~BqAXJ , FORCE C~PMAX21 , 
OJS~L(NPM~~21, D~LTA(~P~AX2),SFCgCf(~P~AX2) 1 




ClT& ZfDI') I 0.1C'':l1 I 




~~~(~ ( x, y, ~PC, NPM~X, ~f.LM~X, ~UMN~, ~~~=t, ~EY, 
S-.r-t, SK\4, ~9~AX, TNC I 
z 
OIST l X, Y, Er ~~.NR(,IJS, VS, ~PCCC~, ~X. FY, ~p~~l, ~~L~£1, 
~s-..ul ~:u«~a~p, :-..u~et 1 NPC, ~sM.t, IMBn, ISTAR, S"-li• 
Sot·ol, Pt~tPT, SFX, SFY, "TYP I 
't.IJ"·,.tP l :a- 2 • P~IJ ... ,.;P 
t---->S~T VP :rT~L ~TIF~~~SS MATPIX 
C---->T=ST aa~r. ~I~r~ fXCEEOEO 
ST:J~ 
IF I "'t!!.••) .t:::. ~!X'1eO t GO TC q4 
P:l.t~H 2JCO, ( lOll II t I ,. lt 20 t, 
PfO.I'fT 2;')7 ), Ji'AX'AP.O 
~'t~.r 2lca. c 1011 Il, 1 • 1. 20 J, 
91ft .'1'3.\~1 "' 2 • ( III.RANO • 1 
1° I ~·u~ .~?. 0 I GO TO 30J 
102111, I • 1, 20 
102 I II, I a. 1, 2'l 
Ct.Ll. F"I::C I FX,FY,P.;~.H1t,:J,NPJ4t.X,'iPN.\X2,FC~t;,sFOrtC~,SFX,SFY I 
C~l..l ST!ff I X, Y, E, P't, NP""AX, P.:EL~AX, NU'I'tP, ~UMEL, NPC, P~;ELPT, 
l ~LF&, ELBET, FYT 1 FYC• hPRO J 
'" •? 
.. src=., "' 1 
IIJPST =- 1 
1c::u~r • 1 
OC 9S l=l, .. Ufr4au•z 
XFGPCEllJ • FOP.CE(fJ 
(F(l:U;£([J • FCRCEIIJ 
~·I S>LIII • H~O 
95 tO~~ P'.t~E 
C!.l Tr. llO 
100 C 1NT P~UE 
•• , =J 
ru;.s r • 1 
, STED2~lSTEP•l 
IF I t.STEP.LE .~STEPT I GO TO 120 
f'fST~::»af4$TC:P-l 
110 P~I'<T 2010 
GO l!' 300 
lZ:l 01) 130 l•l,NUH~P2 
f•'lrC~(l, • SFCP.CEtiJ 
CF'JotC::t I J ~ XFORCEI I J • SFORCEC II 
XF~~tEIIJ • CFORCECIJ 
13~ CC>;T I"IU~ 
CAll IIC•~ I >;U~••• 2 ,CFCRCE, El~ORK I 
pqi~T 202?, IISTEPoElNORK 
200 C!l14TIIIUE 
PH • Nl + l 
IUPOAT • 0 
I'IVRhO 
IF I rH ol!.141T I GO TO 210. 
PR I"T 20Jl!, 'liT 
I<I•"H -1 
IF I P.-ST'=P .GE. ·~ST~_,T ) GO TO 280 
GO T!' 300 
210 PRI•T 2140~ '<[ 
.IF t NI ."i:C. IU:tST) ~0 TC 2lJ 
22J CALL lS'1l\L c t..;S 1 ._s, ••PCCJr, r.;:J- ... ,LJ:, .•.-uJt.s~. NU,.~L, ;co.u"o, MLONG, 
l ""..:IOE,A, N~C, "-U"!&lit, NS, SJltt, Sfl'lr ~K:..X, Er ~EL'4AXJ 
I'IVDfsl 
IU?Sf a IUPSJ + [F~Q 
230 CALL FOP.~.LK I 6, '1:o.I:JE, ~Lt;:·N~, NP(QOE, NP,..AX, "iU"~~P, FORCE, NP11AX2 
l • us, vs J 
C--->S·Jt VE FOr: !\lOCAL 0 I SPLACE:o-E•:TS 





DO 2-40 tf'::l,~·~li!1P.LK 
00 235 M:~STRT,HST0Po2 
K • K + 2 
o=tT4lK-lJ ~ At~,NJ 
OELTACK~ s !(~•l.NI 









C---->ADJUST LU~O THAT ST~UCTU~E CA~ R~SiST F~C~ CUC~E~T IMPOSED LOADS 
CALL PLASCL ( "'IU""F.L, NIJ"t~P', t,iP"'!AX, foJFl~U::, NPMAX2, OE'LTA, 
1 OISPt, NbC, l'.b, S!C.V, SKH. U'-'IAX. NPRO,MTYP, 
2 SFO. NBMAX. :"-VPT, NELPT, NSTEPT, FORCE, IUPOAT J 
0~ 275 ~=l,NU~~p 
KFY a 'NPCCOE (NI • l 
GO TC l 275, 270, 265, 265, 27S J , ~fY 
265 ~ • Z*N -1 
fOPC~I~I a USINI 
If I KEY .~=· 4 I GO TO 275 
270 ~ ~ 2*N 
FDRCEIKI a VSINI 
275 CONT!~UE 
CALL ~O~M l NU~SP2,FOACE 1 ELFORC 
PRINT 2050, ELFORC 
IF I NSTEPT,EQ.O I GO TO 295 
IF I ElFDAC oLE. T14C*ELNOAK I GO TO 280 
GQ TC 200 







P~tNT 2JLC 1 NST~P.~t 
IF ( r~ST~:t .~~~. IC~U~iT l CO TO zqO 
IC~U\IT-= lC...,.I.I'iT•tPOI~T 
C.S.ll P~·~T t ~ISPlt tlU~·EL, "'~~p, hPI'U 1 NP~AX2, N'!L14AX, X, YJ 
ST'JP 
c~~H!to.U'!: 
!F I :-.ST~rt.~O.P\STEPT ) GO TO 300 
G" ~~ IC'l 
IF ( HSTEPT,EO.~ ) i11CIITEC6,2·)S'l 






StJ3~~UTH·~ IN~CH=:t ( K, Y, "..P,:, !'.4P"tX, !\El~AX, NU~t.P, t.\)"t~L, «EY, 
S.<H, S~v, f;31-'.!X, TSC I 
C---->.:~!'l .\'t:; ~{H1 UH11 VT !1\T~ F~?- ~fEA 
l"'!:;)l-!CIT ::~.o.L • 8 ( A-H,C-Z t 
CJ:"t(C': I C!J:',T I !JU2~1. IC2( 201 
cr~~~~ 1 W£SH 1 XL, v:. xz. Y}, ~x. ~v. ~Pr 
·X·':'~"iG"i I "L':"L I ";•t,l)l, ?'·\:(l":l; FLFA(l~l, r~l21l~l, :'oi.21llJ, 
l ~sr;P.Zct?J, t,;~-.IAX(1J,3,1CJ, fYT(U)), fYCilJt, 
2 f,::q!_::(4,!."ll, !=lb=T(l-)IJ P,,..PI-I:T 
OC·)"'~"ol I ~lSi' I US"•ict'Hr 'V'S•")N(ll)), lt.!I3H·JI, l~llll\U, 
1 NST':P)(llll, KC!lEXt.oClOI, fi:CDEYNClO), .J!.P 
C014"'~i.l'-i I l!'ll.O I FU~Hl)l, FVI'II 10), lNI4ClC), lf\L«tCl:»J,~!.TEP.C,(l~)l, 
I SFu~ll~lo SFVMl~l, JL 
C"C~"M.J .. : I 8~"'~ I l"·d5(3JJ, l'U':Jl331, BFOt~C), NB 
CC~.'IO:.~i I IT::.. I h!.YEPT,~[T,:-.t~U~,lFRQ,[PFI:IkT 
0!'4~'-SI::•; "''·P""1:.XJ, Y(NP~MXJr :-.t~C.PiELMAX,41, SI<.H(N8H.:01(J,Sil'JP~cC:'W.A.XJ 
['•. T:. H"'-:~ I 3H;'"tO I 
t---->J•lP~T FC~~~TS 
lJOJ FJ~~•T I 2)£4 I 
lJlJ F-1~.,.1..":" l It t SX, 15 J I 
10ZQ f·J~~Lr ( 4X,Jt:sx, 4Et0.3,4I5r 5Xr Al J 
!')31) FJ~•.o!._! ( 4 ( SX:, 15 ) J 
tJ.:.o f~o· .. tT f sx, JJ5 , cEtO.l 1 
1~~1 F~~~AT C 3~10.3 J 
1·)!.~ F-:»Plo!t..T ( 5X, 3{5, )X, 211, 5Xr ZE10.3r 5Xt Al) 
1J7.J F.10l'4AT ( 5X, )15r 5X, 4Et\).), SX, J\3 
1-ltsJ.fOO::'-'~T ( 2 l 51(, 15 It SX, 3:10,3 I 
1•)9) f'-10\.'<o'\T ( 5 ( 5Xt [5 J 1 E10.) J 
C----)~UTPUT F~R~ATS 
lC:JO:lf::~~hT ( lHl 
I Ill 5lli 
z 26tf 
3 lll1 5X, 20A4 
2010 F1F~AT llll411i 
202rOFCO~AT 111129H 
1 II 3~H 
2 I 2011 
3 I 20H 
.r, I 43H 
5 I 43H 
o I 291t 
ZQ30 FOR~AT 111134H 
2040 FOAHAT( //, 
. 
FI~ITE EL'"~NT ANALYSIS OF AXISY~METAIC SOLIDS, 
PRC8LE~S - P~GCRA~ NFEA 
rill, 5X , 2 ":44 J 
TABI.E 1 - ~fSti GEO~EHY CONTROl DATA 
RECTA~'GULt..P "'ESH PAPT rllt 
COPN~~ COCRlOINATES 
Rl = I 1P01C.3 ' sx, ~HZl ,., , '01?.), 
\"JZ •• Ol!J.3, sx, SHl2 • I 01•).3, 
NU"'BrR ELE"t~~TS IN t\-Ol&.f.CTION c ·, IS1 
NU!i8c;Q !:LEME:O,TS lN Z-L'I't':CTI:!'l = , IS, 
NlJ~dE t1JNG "lODES IN , llHil.-!>l>tECT!C~ 
T4atE 2 - ~ATERIAL PRCPE~TIES rl! 
1 bX,• "'ATEP.JAL TYPE" (C~NCRETE:ct.STFELcZl ••••• NPR,QUJc',l5rl• 
1 6.X:,• BI:,_.I)I~G ~ODflll •••• ,, ••••••• ••••••••NPQ:Ol2J"'~~"',!51/, 
2 sx,• NO. OF POINTS Jr~ STRESS-STRAir-. Cli~V~ CTfNSJO;'~il •'riS1/t 
3 5X. 1 ~0. Of F:JIN"rS I~ STPESS-STRAI"- CLJ~VFlC0!1PRES.J • 11IS,IJ 
ZD5DOF:l~MAT 1// SOH FA("~ TC' STEP •GilULUS OF POISSOl<'S , 
1 1 Y:F.L.O CA. UlTIM.S.TE STI'ESS Alf:HA BET4 1 1/1 
2 .r,9H EL, EL. ElASTICITY RATIO , 
1.0 
N 
1 • r::·~srrs~ cn.~D:-;:~sto:-~·.11 
20.,0 F1~~u.r a sx, Jts, '5x, 1?012.3. Jx, ~12.! 1 JX, 1PC12-l , 2X, 
1 to~t2.3 , 2X , ~12.1 , 2~. 012.1 I 
2;l7.J F')lof.,.t.T(//, 111\:X,• Si~ESS-ST:OAP.; C.uRVE. OF ,.I:!E~ttl •,11, 
l~J(. • PP.JNT s~otES~ stR.tH: EQ. srQ'd~ ·~1 
Zlt;.'; r1~,._6.T I bX, 12 1 bX, 1P')l2.lr 2Xt 10:)1.2.~, 2X, lPOlZ.3 ) 
20SJ~FO~~£T C/· ·~~» T~~L~ l- SPFCIFIEQ OISPL~C€~E~fS J 
21COJF·J'-H.\" 1/1 4011 F:iQ•4 T~ Slf-P C::iOE 
l I lOH '-CJ: •,Q;)E UY I 
211? ~-~P1'1f.T c sx, .315, ~x. 211 ) 
212') f('l!o:•.aAT 1///)'tH lAql~ ~- APPLI~O lliOJll LCAOS 
Zll:JCF-t)~"'41AT C// SOH FD.Q~ T1 SlF" FR. FZ , 
1' SFA. SFl 'tl, 
2 li-'t ..,oo; ~O~E I I 
214? Fn~·•.H l SX, JJ5,l·"l~, tP:>l2.3, 3X, lPULZ.3, )X,lP012.l,lX,lP012e)J 
zt.,., F"'="'AT'I//1 • r:.~t!: s- sr~ ttrJKS •1 
llt., f )0"4,"."(//' FA( !It TQ K.H KV 
: 1, • "~~ )0 t: ~•r:ne 
2110 FJO.utf I 5Xr 21~. lX 1 liJJ1Z.l 1 lX, lfJ12.3r lXt 
21'10 f")1."14f.Tf///,' fT£:OUtr•J J·;t=C~"4:.rt~r; 1 e//J 
2201 ~~~At.\!'CbX,• ~.'J.a9.:R 'JF l~A~ ~rcps ...... tiSTfP""••,Iz,/, 
1 bX,' ,~·x. • . .,. OF ITF:,arp;•.;s ••••••• r..l!'=',!2,/, 
2 bX,' PU't 10~f'.!IFIC4Tif'·l••••••••••._.'lJ'•=',I2tlt 
8..Jfot!) •, 
S'!'qE~GTrl' ,/1 i 
1PD12.1 I 
l bX,• !Ot;:j::t.•:cs: ~Qlll"fO ••••••••••• !~C2 'e0l0.3,/ 
C---->i'C:AJ .\-..:> EOtO ClUP-; ID 
DC::.') lClC. ' tDlC (J, I • lt 20 J 
'-E:.!"l 10-:!C, 1(!12(11, [ • 1, 2-l J 
P~PH 21-:.:, I UHCIJr I:. 1, ZO .J.I 10211), I• lt 20 
C---->•:ao 4';0 ECH'J CoJ~T•'lL DATA 
C---->Fo ;:&I) A~oi, ~ECHO ~ESit GiC'f:CTRY CCNTAOL CATA 
PO(I\iT 2010 ~ 
FEAn tJtn.~u~·~ps.~u~ets,N"P~T,Na 
1~0 P~A~ 1J2~ ,~PT ,Xl,Yl ,xz ,yz .~X ,NY .N~S ,NES ,IENO~ 
C.C.ll R. EC.GE'~ ··~D'-"4X I r.EL fiiiA;( r x. y .~PC .~UMNP ,NJI'C(L, '\IX ,NY I N'iS,NES ,xt,Yl. 
1 ,xz.vz• 
P~INf 2J2~, N°T ,Xl ,Yl ,XZ ,yz ,t.X ,~y 
1• I I ENO~.FQ, I E'D I G~ TO 110 
ca •c 100 
110 IF I •:u~·:o ,GT, >IF MAX ,Q>, N>J"El ,GT. NELMAXI GO T:l 9Z3 
C---->•~•o A•m !'CHO ••TERI•L ~ROPERTIES 
P~(NT 2030 
OQ 130 NPT•l,~~P~T 
D!;.\0 1030t I "'PP:O(l,NPTJ , l•lt4 
PRINT 2040,( ~PRCil.NPTl I .,,,, 
P• HIT 205~ 
ICEAD 1040, JPHZINPTJ1 INLZINPTI• tlST~P211\PT), ENINPT), PRIIIC~PT), 
1 FYTC~oPTJ,FYCCNPTJ ,ELFA(~JPTJ,EU~~TINPT) 
P~INT 2060oi'IIZINPTlo I'IL21NPTJ, OiSTEP21~PTJ, E"INPTio PRN(I<PTit 
1 FYTUIPTloFYCI'IPT 1, ElfAIIlPTioELSETI NPTI 
NP~NT•NPPCI3,NPTI 
~,PC'~~~= PiP PC C 4 .~PrJ 
N~'Jl'"lT =f'•P'=IIIT •'tPC:'\t 
PRJ ".IT 2070 
01 120 t=t.~C!~T 
~i;!oO"l'J5~, (U"il4~CII..J,N?TJ,..J=t.J) 
PRPn Z.)t.J, l1 (U'~lAX((,J,•~P! ),.Jsl,lt 
120 t~~T!MUE 
lll Cm·i"rJt,uE 
C---->k~AO ~:o.Q ~CHO 600"-iOARV Ct'!'f:OI J IONS 
PR tNT 2.)()~ 
.JS:» = i. 
140 PEAO 1060, l~IJIJSPl1 l~LJIJS~I, hST£PJ(JSPJ, KODEXNCJSP) 1 
1 KCQfV"'-tl JSPJ. US 0 t.iiJ SPJ I VSPPIIJSP). IEP\ON 
IF I IH!D>t .(il. IE•IO I G~ TOJ 150 
JS~ .: JSP • 1 
~0 TC 140 
UJ P~I'JT 21~0 
CVRJt..T 2110, I 
1 
C---->~EAO A~~ ·EtH~ 
PRitiT 2120 
1>113111, ('IL)IIIo NSTEP3111, KODEXNIIIo KODEYNIIIo 
I • lo JSP I 
4PPLIED NODAL LCA~S 
Jl ~ 1 
1600P~o\O 1070. llH~LJl), (~L~(Jl,' ~STEP4CJL ),fU~IJL), FVNCJLJ I 
1 SFtJ~CJLJ, SFY"IJLI, IEN!l,. 
IF I I !ONDN .EQ, I EN!l I Gn TO 170 
Jl :a: Jl • 1 
C:J TC 160 
170 POlOiT 213? 
PP:INT 214~,( l~litCIJ, Itll~tlllr tlSTEP4CJJ, FU..,C[J, FVN([), SFUPUil• 
1 SFVN((J, l•l,Jl I 
t---->O &;AD ArtO ECHO HOt,.C LlMS 
PRINT 2150 
P~INT 216'l 
IF I 1'<8 ,1\iE. 0 I GO TO 180 
JB • 1 
G~ Tf' 185 
180 CO 190 Jd •·lt NB 
li:IS J:Et.'l 1060, PHS(JSJ, JtR5C.J?'I. SK!i(J[U, SKV(JBI, BFOCJB. 
PRiNT 2170, INI5IJ8lo INLSIJIII, SKHIJI>lo SKVIJBI, BFOIJSI 
190 CONTINUE 
C---->0 EAO Al\iu fCHO I TERAT 101 INFOR HATIO.~ 
P:tiNf 21.-JO 
PFAO l09C, NST&;PT, NIT, l\"Pu:-:, IFP~, lPRINf, TNC 
PR.I'lT 22CO, NSfEPT, NIT, NRUNt TNC 
C---->EtiO INPUT 
~ETURN 
920 POINT 902? 
902COFO~H4T I///42H 
1 35H 
2 I 20H 
NUHaER OF ELE~ENTS OR NU~HE~ OF NODES 










1. •!CUCf MESH SIZE. 
0~, z, ~E:JI.'IE:<SI():'; A<HYS 1>1 DRIVER. SOJ"\~'JUT!~~~ OIST I Xr y, Et P~,•.:;(,lJS, VS, NPCr-OE, FX, FY, hP~X, 1 "llr:L"'''.1X, •;R"'"-Xr P.i\.1-'~?, ~UMELr f\PC, ~6J.N0 1 IH::$0, ISf&;t, 
2 . 5:<,-i, St~:V 1 ·~~L._,T, SFX, SFY, MTYP J 
C--->t•UTl.\liZ~ A'Hl ~H~T;;:teur-; OC.!'A f"JP."1 TABLES 2, 3, ~.5 
t·t~;.JCJT q~:.l • 8 ( A-~i, :1-l J 
CC'.f""C""4 I C.:J";T I I JU 211, 102 C 20) 
('J.Io'"'l .. l I '4~SH I Xl, Y!, X2, Y2r "iX, !\Yr P..PT 
CQ'"'"'~N I ,.ATL I E"iU:'I1, P"-ti(10t. ~LF.lllO·l r trd2C l~lt I~LZ(lOl, 
1 ~ST~PZllO), l'~I:.XC10,3,1CJ, F"fTllO., fYCClJt, 
2 t..Po:!...,.(4,1JJr fll\:~llJ), P\,P.P~T 
OC:lMHr:t.~ I i\!SP I USP-.;(!01, VSPP.,(l?J, l'li13(10J, l!\ll3tlOJ, 
1 nsr~~ltl}t, K~GEX~llOir Kr~fY~(lO), JSP 
C:Jtt"!::N I L~l.O I f:.J"Hl:J, FV:-:tlUJ, l~l4(1Clr lt<L~1l01rNSTEP4Cl:>h 
1 SFU'HlOJ, SFvr,;"ol, Jl . 
CC"t..,-H I f\'J!'~O I ttt!'S(l'l), Jt-IL'>Il)), 13F0{30t, ti6 
C.:l .. "'('f I fTfOi. I :-tST';OI'T,'HT,~'U~.,lf~1,tPA.JNT 
Cr.lH~!".ISJ.JI .. X('..;~·~~X), Y(t.P'14X), El'·:O:U .. AX), P;t(~IFUUXI, N!'Cf~8,.AX,21• 
1 ·JSC!Jt--'V!XJ, 'IS(~DvJ.x;), FX(r.tP'iAXI, fY(fi.P!otAX), ~PCC:.tt:L!4AX,~J, 
2 '"PCG:.f(t,;;P"''.iXI, IS!'A:t(NP~AXJ, MTYP CN£L:-IAX), t.!ElPTC~ElMAXI, 
3 SFXtr·f·t~XI, SFYC~PMAX) 
(\.\TA lE~.'l, CH=: I O,lU)J, 1.0000 I 
C4TA !~LA"il(. I 1H I , 1.\ST I 1~ I 
C---->J~JTI~LlZ~ 
aJ 0~ 10~ I = 1, ~~~El 
fCIJ ,. z:cco 
~10. (t J • ZEP..O 
MiYP(I) ,. 0 
''=LPTIII a 0 
100 CCNTI'IU~ 
00 110 I = lo ~HNP 
USIIJ z ZE~O 
V1ittJ • ZERO 
t;~CC:lf I II = ' 
fX(J) • l!E~O 
FY(JJ,. ZERO 
SFXIII a lf~C 
SFYl[l • lERO 
110 C~~TINUE 
C---->OISTRIBUT' T~BLE 2 - •ATER14L PROPERTIES 
00 13;) J • 1, ,..~PtlT 
ISTPT • 1~121JI 
ISTOP • l~l21JI 
~STEP a ~ST~P2CJ) 
IF I I STOP .GT. I STRT I GC TO 11~ 
!STOP • ISTRT 
SSTEP • 1 
114 on 12~ I • ISTOTo ISTOPo I'ISTEP 
E( I J • IE I C J • EN I J I 
PPIII • PRill +PR~IJI 
~TYPIII • ~pqQI1oJI+HTYPIII 
\.0 
~ 
ti-::LPTtll • J 
120 co,..rt··m: 
130 CC~4YI••IJE 
C••••>DIST~IS ITF Tl•lE 3-9CU'13•PY CC'IDTID'IS 
134 
0:1 l ~0 J ::1 l1 JS P 
tSTAT • lfrt.l3lJI 
l'iT001 :z I~.L3tJI 
"'tST:o:t "' "'Sr~PJ(JI 
IF 1 1 sr~· .;;r. i sur 1 cc ro 134 
:sr:-;...., IST~T . 
,.;S rr:;. a 1 
~~~E • 2 • ~1~EX~lJ) • XODEYNlJ) 
IF ' IKJ:'IE' .<;T. l I ICGDE • ~ 
D~ 14~ I • IST•r, ISTO~, ~STEP 
USCII • ~SP.-tlJI 
~51! I • H~"IJI 
P:I'COil: C I J • IKOOE 
140 CO>I'I"U~ 
1>0 CC!>Ifl'i'JE 
C---->TEST &ll ::oDES >EST••IW:O 




I 'STt~(JI s I 'ST 
cur~':' t•oue 
oo 153 ~ ... 11 ~u~~L 
IF I ~1"1 .LE. l~•O I GO TO 153 
O:J 152 J .. 1. 4 
"lP • t~?C tf\1 J I 
IS T &.P U!P I • l8L.&tUt 
t;CraT lt!'J~ 
CONT u.ue 
o~ 154 J • 1, ~u~~P 
IF I ISTARIJI .E~. IBL'>IK I GO TO 154 
NP(~"')'ECJ) ..., 4 
USf Jl • ~~E' 
VS l Jl ~ Cl\E 
1 )t, C'JN fJ N•JE 
C•···>OISTRIHUT~ TAolE 4 - 'PPLIEO ~DAL LOADS 
155 
1t.O 
00 170 J • lo JL 
IF 
I STRT • 1'<141JI 
lSTQO a I'L4(JI 
NSTEP • IIISTfP41JI 
ISTQP .CT. ISTRT I GC TO 155 
!STOP • ISTRT 
l'lSTEP • 1 
00 160 I • IST•r, ISTOP, NSTEP 
FXIII • FXIII + FU>IIJI 
FYIII • FYI II + FV>IIJI 
SFXIII • SFXIII + SFV.IJI 
SFYIII • SFYIII + SF~NIJI 
CCNTII\IUE 
17~ CC'iT INUE 
c---->oiST~I3u'E •HLE > - I!C•:o LI~K 
!F I ~~ .:o. 0 I GO TO 210 
bJ 25J". t.~~ 
: . .;C("'rll "" I'\I5Ud 
N[·Cl~~~zl "" II\L50H 
CC"'~Tt'iO': zso 
tF l ~.fi .CT. r,g,~1AX t CO TO 270 
c---->Ot.i:Cl"''P:r :;.a.-..o wtDTtt 




;)(': 2"-' I -z: lt "UM~L 
c~ Zl~ J • 11 3 
L :a J • 1 
D:J 27.0 K = lr It 
l"'tFF • JABS I NPC(J ,J) - NPtCI 1 K) 
1• I lOIFF .LE. ~·lAND I GOT~ 220 
"'dAJiQ ..., lClff 









1H1o 1/lllo . 
5tH Fl~tTE !;LE!oiE.~T o\'ULYSTS CF AXISY._HETRtC. SCl.IDSt 
2 
3 
2bH PFiiJBLEMS- PROCRA.~ Nf~.\ ,//, SX1 2~44, 






l// 26H RECTA~GULAR ~~SH I 
C 35H NUH&I.: P JF N:JOlL. Pot t-.:TS • 
35H NU"'!3E P JF ELEXEt.. TS • 
35H HlXl1U'i 81.~~0 PlR~~ETE~ • 
35H ELEM!NT WITH ~AX. ~A"O • 
I JS I 
I 15 I 
I ··s I 
,15 
270 PRI>IT 20CO 
2000 f!)O>IAT I' 
STOP 




SURQ:C\JTU.~ FVEC C FX.,FY.t.OU'4U9'.~iP,.-AX,~P~-')1:2,FO~CE,SfCilCErSFX,SFY 
t--->S~T UP FL-~C£ VCtTO;:t 
l"tg;L!CIT ;;.£~L • a C 1-'1. C-L I 
Dl"1!E':SI~~; F"':"(!£( ~~,..lX2 ), FXl ~P,..AX), F'\'( SP~.\X) 
D1M~foSl":l. ~ft::;;~C~( sg;~.U2 It Sf.X( NP~AX J, SFYI Nit ..... AX 
OATA Z~~r /J.,O)J/ 
'~· Z • "uo.l!~i' 
Otl lOl t ._ lt ., •• 
F~•C~IIl • H~:l 
).FC"~£.: ( 1) • lEP.O 
100 (')II~ I'<U~ 
00: Zrl 1'1 • 1. !\UMNP 
l( • 1. ·~ - 1 
F~PC~ l K J • F~'CE ( K J + FX·C N ) 
FCQC:: l K•l } • FORCE l K•l I + FV l N 
SFC~C~l~l • SFO~CEI~J + SFXlNl 




S'JiiPCt.JTit!E STIFF C X, V, Er i)l(. ~P~AX, P..E·L~totA.X, !otU"'~P, ~,U'4EL, ~PC, 
l ._.cLPT, ELFA, ELi\fT, FH. FPC, NlliotC j 
C---->FO~~ El~~f~TlL STIFFN~SS ~4T~ICIES 
!'1PL:Crt =tE.l!l • 6 ( \-H, 0-Z ) 
·ooi"'~~=·~s:':r . .<('.,.")''.!Xl, Y(~-.;. ... .:.xJ, EChEL~t.xl, ?f. p,=l'~t.:.Xl, XX(4J, YYlltJ, 
100 
:. ((l,..41. SUJ(o,C), LiH41, J;H4,fd, •,PC(".[L".e.X,lt!, 
2 !:LF.:O&l.,l, !:L-tiE:T(lt)J. r,;LP-T(~.C:L•t.:<l, S!.;t'i)t ~~SC'i), 
l GYI21, FPTilllh FiJC(l')l, 9!)(4,f), •:;~:t1,4t.lOJ. CCC'ir'il 
0.\T.i lE~C. P5, Gf\IE, TWO I O.OCOJ, 0.5000., l.COJ~, 2.00·J·l I 




IE~~ • 0 
2 
8 
4CIO N ,. lt 
l•J') t z lt 
SIGIII ~ 
~r'SI () >~ 









t;PT • ·~ELPT(~) 
,_.J::>l = ~' PFO ( 2t "IPT I 
c---->PL\kE srr~~s P~~~LF~ 
co~ ... • El~l 1(1 CP.JE •PrtU.JJ•CGhE-TllfO•P~U'IUI 
Cll 1 lJ ~ CCH~ *IG~f- P~(N)I 
Cl2 1 21 z (("'~ *(CtJ~-PiU~l) 
CC3,31 a C~~~ *Cl~E-PR(NJJ 
ctt.z• z P~l~l • co~~ 
c' 1, ~~ .., P~ 1 ~~ • co·•M 
CI2.JI • P'll~l • CO~" 
CIZ.ll • Clloll 
Cll.tl • Cll,31 
C!3,ZI • Cl2,31 
Cl4•'•)= C(~"( • lO'lE -TWO •PRCNI J 
C---->SET UP "f'D•L COG~Cl~ATES 
zoo 
00 201) 1 • 1. " 
UU t J :s t:PC IN, I t 
XXII!·. XILBIIII 
YYIII • YILBIIII 
CCNT!Nu;o 
At. • PS * { XXI3) - XXClJ 
M • P5 * I YYIJI - YYill 
XO • P5 • I XX C 3l + XXI lJ 
YO • P5 * I YYI31 • YYIII 
PO • P5 * I ~XIll • Ulll 
CALL FO~~A ( AA, PBt XO, YO, Cr BOt MOOL 
CALL AXRfC ( .\A, OB, C, RQ, SCOt MODL J 
lo~ITE IZI ILBIII.I•lo4l, IIS~CII,Jiol•lotloJ•1o81 
ALF4 • E lFA I ~PTI 
P~TA • ELeETINPTI 
Gl'lll • FPTINPTI 
1.0 
en 
GYI21 • F~C"PTJ 
FO • -I'·':Jt)O 
Fl : l.'lC.I.•J 
A'JGLE "" lEOIO 
" • 1.o:no 
.~ • lERC 
sx:: .,., z~~o 
Mf a 'l 
C.ZZ ~ ·Z:AC 
Cie.tt • ZEPC 
SUP • lERO 
MIO • 0 
DIJ 300 I •I , .. 
on lOO J •1·"-
cc r 1 • J J • c a r. J t 
l" O>;T I•HJE 
W~l TE C8J ( S IG(! I ,EPS C () ,t•l,ieJ ,,Yll J, GYC 21 ,H, ALFl. t BETA ,FCrF lt 
1 S.Jr-, t;x, sx •. czz, C'-'4,,.! ,,u o.x~ ,vo, AA, 'lR, ~o. c lC c r, JJ, 
2 l•t.~I.J•t.41 ,, (60( I ,.JJ ,J .. lt8l I J•l ,.c,a rl c CC( I ,JI.J•l," 
3 1,1•1,4,1 ,A.Jii:LE 
40l CCNTI OI•JE 
CETUAN 
END 
!U::\~C 1JT1~E 4-S"fl\l l US, VS, t.f;»CQ:>£, ~P~.\X, •:u~··~, NIJ!ot~Lt ~OAL".iO, 
1 MLrt.JG, ~:..If;)~, :., t.oDC, "'--"'i\L~t, ttS, SK.Ht SftV, 
2 ~·S""AX, F, ~EL~AX J 
C--->L5S€~"\LE STifHI~SS "'~fRIX 
l"f.:.l"ICI! ;:~.\l • a C A-H, 0-l I 
n l"~tts t ":"- '.?'C OJ~ c !\F"-'·'XI, Nr,r; c ':~"'· ~x ,2 J , a c ""Lo~c., ~ .• 11 ~E 1, S"-hl ~C"'J. .,,_ 
l SK'YP•r1''.!XJ, L0(4J, SC0(8,dlr L"llt)., SSJI,,t.J, UStNii':1AX), 
Z V~t~.p·,:.;xJ, El~::L"'tAX:J, f8,30J 




Nrl z H'WI DE I 2 
0'1 50 ~=1, ~MEL 
Flql • rABSIEI~II 
5'0 CC"TJ!-JUf 
DO 75 ~=l,"'S 
E'\l '11 s OP\E 
75 C')t-~T!'OIJ~ 
!J'J lC'O [ • lt "LCNG 
JC lC) J • t, JI'W!DE 
A(f,JJ • ZE'IO 
lC"l CiJP;Ttr;l)~ 
C---->f,RI' HIFFNESS IIATOIX BY BLOCKS 
20~ ~n1u·8ll( ~ t..U"'8LK • 1 
:1STt~r ~ P\S!CP • 1 
NSTOP • '-STAti:T • NW - 1 
IF ( ~4ST'1P ,GT. NU."'~P ) r:STOP • ~U"'NP 
KSHJFT a 2 * NSTART - Z 
P'!:WI~tl 
DC 310 ._ : t, Pt.UMEL 
,._EAD (2) (LRCIJ,t•1,4J, (CSQ.J(J,J),I•lt8J,J•l,8J 
IF I £1•<1 .LE. lHO I GO TO 310 . 
DO In 1•1,4 
IF I l9111 .GE, NSTART .A~O. LBIII ,LE, NSTOP I GO TO 130 
120 CONTI"UE 
GJ TD 310 
1]0 C~~Tl~UE 
EINI • -EINI 
DO 280 I • lt 4 
l"lll • 2 • llBIIJ-ll 
280 trNTINUE 
C---->AOO TO TCT4L STIFF~ESS ~TRIX 
D!J 300 I • 1, 4 
00 3?0 K • lo 2 
II • LHIII + K- KSHIFT 
KK • 2 * ( 1 - l I + K 
on 290 J • •· " DO 290 L • 1, 2 
JJ • l~IJI + L - II + 1 - KSHIFT 
~ 
-....! 
IF I JJ .L~. ? I CO T~ 290 
Ll :s Z • ( J - 1 J • L 
!lff,JJt = 4Clt,JJI + SOOIKK,U.I 
2'1-l C"lr~' P~ue 
ll1 • C"J:•tr P:•JE 
310 c.,~TJ~u= 
c--->:.oa s;;.ct,ltG$ r"" STJFFN':SS '4ATQ:IX 
~1 >~~ ~ = hSJ~GT, ~STO~ 
K = l • ~ - 1 - KSH(FT 
JF C P..ocr;~r:C•iJ .~~. It J GO TO 320 
115 .".t~.lJ • .\11(,1) • USPH 
1\l<tl,ll • t.(t(.+l,lt + VS(N) 
32, ,_.., ..... :~•u~ 
C--->S~T t.i' l' ..... ) L t-..K STIFF~fSS 
IF I ''; .~'). ? I C'l TO 510 
o~ ~~~ ~ ~ 1 , NB 
IF I •~I'll .te. l~RO I G'l TO 510 
01 ltZl I ,. 1 , 2 
IF I ·:~CI'<,II .GE.NSTUT ,AND. NBCI'Ioll ,Lf, NSTOP I ·co TO \3? 
42, C':."'l'jT: •;ue: · 
C:: T~ ':ilO 
<\lO CQitT:•,tJE 
'Egpn • -EH"-1 
on 44? 1 • t. " 
:;a ~lo) .J ,. l' " 
HO SS I I , J I • HRO 
SS C 1 , 1 I • SKH l "' ) 
SS I 2 ,2 I • SKVI ~ I 
SS I 3 ,J I • SKH( ~ J 
SS I 4 ,It ) • SK V( N ) 
SS I 1 , 3 I • -SK><I N l 
SS I 3 , 1 I • -SKHI N I 
SS I 2 , 4 I • -SKVI N I 
5'i I 4 , 2 t • -SKVC rt I 
00 4E'J t ~ 1 , 2 
480 U• I I I • 2 • I NBC I N , I I - 1 I 
01 scJ r •· 1 , 2 
00 SC') K • 1 , 2 
II • L~ I I I • K - KSHIFT 
t<:IC. • 2 • l l - 1 ) + K 
DC 4«;0 J a l , 2 
O"l 1t90 l • 1 , Z 
JJ • LMI J I • l - I I • 1 - KSH IFT 
IF I JJ .LE, 0 I GO TO 490 
LL • 2 • I J - 1 I • L 
& llloJJI • &III,JJI • SSIKK,LLI 
490 CO~TI~Uf 
500 C,>ITI .. UE 
510 CC~T IN;.O~ , 
C---->REVISE Fr• SP~CIFIED DISPLACEMENTS 
~HAX = NSTCP • MdA~J I 2 
IF ( ~J"";,x .Gr. t:!J!IIII~H' J 'i~lX a NUWf{P 
00 3SJ ~' a ~ST~~T, ~~!X 
~~y ~ ~PC~D~C~J • 1 
GO TC ( 35), 3~,, 310, 3lU. 350 ), KE~ 
C---->U- S~ECIFI~O 
330 M = l * ~ - 1 - KSNtfT 
U = USC~) 
C~ll M(lOFY ( t..., :v~'J•tG, "oti')E, •'iUt:it ~. tJ J 
IF ( K~Y .•,!E. 4 J GO ~'.l 350 
C---->V - SPECifiED 
340 H a 2. • !i - KSH IF T 
U • VSI!III 
CALL ~rQFY C A, ~LC\C, ~~IDE, MS~~O, M, U t 
l50 C~,.!J ItlU': . 
C---->WDJTE PLC"CK OF ~OIJ~TIC"'IS CN T.:.P': 1.'-tO SHIFT UP LOiiiER 8LCCK 
375 WRITE (11 ((A,'i.-..),"'"'l•~t\A~:H, .. •L,"'illlOE J 
on 3?0 N "' t, uwrce 
• K. = ,_. + ~"-10: 
00 3~~ ~ "' 1, -RIDE 
~(•i,'11 • A(K,Hi 
AtK.""J • z-:a.c 
3?0 CCNT!~ue 
C---->Ch!OCK FC• LAST BLOCK 
IF I NSTOO ,LT. ~U~~p I GC TO 200 
D:l 40 N•1,NB 






SU'3FICUT[r:~ ~O,FY ( ~. •~Ot•U• M-•lOE, tr49l'-10r 14, U ) 
~~~t!Cl!' -~!.L •3 1.1-H:,~-Z) 
C---->"JGIFY S .. 1Fft~:5S "'-'!~ :x 
C [ 'tC'•~s, ( c: • . \ l ML·):."C • ~loi 10:) 
Oll& zeRr., Q~£ I J,JJ:'), l.O:t'lO 
C:---->STUT 
DC ~ • J I "" 2 • "'5.\fD 
l(.zM-(+1 
IF I ~ .L"· 0 I G~ TO 100 
A(K,tl • l~i(O 
100 K • ~ • I - 1 
IF I ~L~G .LT. ~ I GC TO 110 
&I 1141,11 • lERC 
110 CJr.T:MJE 
Al"'tll • CNE 
RETURN 
END 
Su3Rr.'-'Tfh:. FQ>1.6LK ( a, 'i:.IIOC:, 11l('-..U, :-t?CCDf, NP~X, ~I.Pt~>:~, fO;tCEr 
1 P.H=-"'.•,xz, US, VS ) 
['i!'l[CJT =tt.=:f.L • 8 I A-+t, C-l ) 
C---->S~T· FrD(~ ._,.E'=T~ PI ?.LOCKS 
,zH"tE:•.il~t. ':li""LC~(.J, FCilCE( .. P~AX2), :JS("4PI'AXJ, VSUd1KIX), 
1 ~PC~~~C~P~~xJ 






33 1'~ l•l,HLCNG 
Rl I JzZ~A.O 
100 CO~TI~U' 
2.:1~ ~:U"!Bl -"' ~ "'3L • l 
,.,sr.e.or = J~.;Sf~~•l 
~S TO"' = ~ST L liT •~:S-1 
IF I 1'i.STIJ,.GT. ~-~~"'~tP J NSTOP•NUM,.P 
KSHIFT•2•\iTA~T-2 
00 lC' ~i=~STA~T,NSTC~ 
tc= Z*~t-1-J( SH! FT 
l :2•~l-l 
~~~~e~(KJ+FOqCEfl) 
tHI<.+ U =8 I K•l J•FrQCE ( l+ll 
3:10 c:u. 7 H.u~ 
C---->OEVICE FC~ scu•,:')t..Q:Y Ctr'm. 
P:''~X=~STrP•~6A~OIZ 
IF C 4 • ...,AX .CT. 'I;<J!I"'f\P ) NMA XzNUMNP 
00 )5') N=',ST~RT 1 1't;1141AX 
Kc;Yz"J.;.CC'!;:;=:c~) .. l 
CO Tr C 35),34J,3JO,JJ0,)50 ) , KEY 
330 ~=2•~-1-KSHIFT 
B!Hl.,JSI Ill 
IF I K~Y.N~.4 l GO TO 35, 
340 ~~2*~-KSHIFT 
I!( ... JzVS(fi.J 
350 CONTJt;U~ 
WRITE I 3 J(S!IIol•lo"O<IDEI 





C--->CiiECK LAST BLOCK 
IF(NSTaP.LT.NUHNPI GO TO ZOO 
GO TO '<00 
'<00 OETUR'I 
e .. o 
~ 
~ 
S·J~~r"'+Jt l :;e 91'lSOL ( 8, 1\, "48AM'J• NO~OLK, MW I OE, '1LONG S 
C--->5-JLY£. ~t.,".OEO ~Ju.\J[CI'I~ 
l'-\"'LlClf PEAL • 8 ( A-H, 0-Z I 
ot·~~r•SI~"· D(.,.l"lrtG), A (:·'.LCING,~Wl=>E) 
OA U HP'l I O.~CO:J /, ONE I 1.0:>00 I 
C--->St..\~T 
,. ..... , 
P aP::J 
II Jll'"i•) 4 
"6ST.\Df • "WICE • 1 
ft'3LK ,. 0 
IIIIE.\C\ ( l J It \(•,..)ol),~•l,:iP.ANJt,ti'•NSTAP.T,MLONG) 
Pf&:'J l l J I 'll~·l •"=';STAAT,KLOiGJ 
lCO ~;L~ ~ n~LK • 1 
00 12~ llf ,. lr "".c(Df 
M • "t:.ri(O':: + ... 
9(·'•1 • llP'I 
9:("!.1 .., ZER') 
DO 110 L = 1, ~d~f\0 
.:OP~rll = .1("4,L) 
&.(!4,LI • lEAC 
110 C.O:o.&T !'~'J!: 
1Z~ C"l"TI':J~ 
!F ( ~?.L~ .FO. ~U~BLK J GC TO 130 
PEAti I 1 I (( "(t,,PIJ,hl,~RA'HlJ 1 N=NSTART,11LONG) 
PEA? I l t C ~OU .~=NSTAP.T ,HLC .. G) 
c---->•rour.: BLCC~ 
110 !Y.j lt.O N,. 1. ,wrc-: 
IF I AI ,;,11 .EC, ze•;: I GO TO 160 
T~HP a e._-€ I A(N,l) 
R(~l • TC~? • BCNI 
00 154) ~ • z, !"PA~O 
IF I a(N,"I .:;c. ZE•I') I GO TO 150 
C • ACN,HI • TE~P 
I ,. N • H - l 
J • 0 
0~ l~~ K • ,, ~~A~O 
.. • J + 1 
All,JI • 4([,J)- C • AINrKI 
141) C:CNt I"UF 
6111 • Sill- AIN,,.I • BINI 
l,.(f;,"'!l a C 
lSO CC~TIN'J~ 
160 C.O~T P.UE 
C---->W~ITE RFOUCED BLOCK C~ TAPE 
IF I ~~HRLK .EQ. ~8LK I GO TO 170 
•a&TE' (lt) C 9(~), l 4IN 1 !1), H • 2 1 MBANO ), N • lr MWIDE) 
GO TC 100 
t---->BACK SUftSTITUTE FCQ DISPLACE~ENTS 




N ~ ~ftiOf + 1 - ~ 
01) lf10 IC. ,. z, 1"8AN) 
l=N+K-1 
8!~1 • 8"1 - AI'<,KI *BILl 
C("~TlfliiJ~ 
N~ ,. ~ + :o!WlOE 
61 ""~I • 8CNJ 
A(~~.~BLKJ • Sf~J 
CONT l~"f 
~RLK • ~SLK - 1 
IF I MLK .EQ. 0 I CO TO NO 
~4CKSPACE 4 
PE>O I 4 I I BINI, 
BACKSPACE 4 








SUP.((OUT I t .. E R ~'=;:;~·; t .\;;t ... £X,~~LM \X,X, Y ,)titC •~'-w.,P, MJ~ttE L,NX ,~y, N~ S,NE·S, 
1 Xl,Yl,X2,Y2) 
('irtllCIT R!:o\L oa (.S-H,"';-l) 
C--->t:AlC.ULAT'" '~~~0-"-L :rc-:t. ;:. CC<t.~.~CTIVITY FOil llECTANClE MESH 




OAT A lESil ,:-~t~ 11.:) )"';"':!, l. ?:l:)_,/ 
~.•J•o~•;Q ::~ •o '5. '"'·( ••.Y•"•l•"(Y 
.. u ... ::t:!~,~ 5•"•"(•'iY-L 
UX zt..xl-.<U/~X 
!)Y •{Yl-Yll/~Y 
P.lS T~:>-='iX ~"1 
I '4.\X-=''fYI"l 
on 1~.0 l=l.tv.&x 
OElX=lt;J\t; 
XI aJ-J~E 
YS T:!Vl u; t•3Y 
JSrPT=~~S+tl-lJ•NST£P 
JSTr.:JooJS T:t~•~ 










NPC.( I 1 l)st.NIJV 
t..!P'= ( I t Z J z-f\I'CU~+l 
~PC.li,JJa~~~~·~X•2 




SliSP.aUTl~f <1X:t~C ( AA., ._R, !), RO, S~, HOCL J 
C---->f201 ... ~l~"'"E'NT ST!rF~::ss 'MT" IX F.JP AXfSYM,..ETRlC CI:ECTA~GlE ElE~:.tr~;TS 
1'"4PLI!:f!' ~~.:.l • 8 ( .!-H,O-Z. J 
Dl "E!\S ~~~- oe;.-:: t! .~ J , Cl 't r4-J ,1:-\C.:. ,8l,DSl 4, iil , Sl "a, 6) ,OQ(.;,,~t) ,&( 4, ,It) 
0.\T.\ lEO( ,C':H:,ThP.f: /J.O:>JOrl.OO~JOt3.0DOC/ 
C---->l~!T!4Lil~ 
:l:J lZl 1•1, S 
oc 10') J=!.J 
Sft~.J)sl:Ro 
S(!,J) ... li?AQ 
100 Cr.~TI~UE 
DO lll J=l.~ 
S"'!.(J,!J=l~ilO 
C~lJ, I JalERO 
110 ccr~rr~.;u~ 
l.Z'l CCNT !r;Uf 
OQ 122 l=lr4 
DO lZZ J=l,4 
OCt I,J)•lE-'tO 
AU,JJ :a ZEilC 
122 CCNTI~:.J~ 
01")" 123 I=l,l 
on 121 J•l.3 
DOl I ,Jt ,. DC l,J, 
123 CfltJT Jo.:'J~ 
!(4,4) : Ot4r4J 
FJ=C~~/OSC~TlTHqffJ 
C---->fOOH STirFN~SS ~•TRIX 8Y FOUR POINT ~UME~ICAl lli!TEGRATIO~ 
or; 1~1J 1=1.4 
!ET 1'.=-=<.3*( (-1 I**( C 1-1 t/2J J 
XJ&ETf..•( l-ll**CI+lJJ 
R;; =X I•At tRO 
C---->FO~I" 8-HH"IX 
CALl ::>~AIVtC~T.\,XJ 1 AA,88 1 RR 1 8MJ 
C---->F~~H PRODUCT D•B 
00 150 I f:al tit 
0(1 140 JJ"~~lrS 
T=PI!P•lfRO 
00 130 KK=l ,4 
IF I ~C:ll ,£0. I I GO TO 125 
Tf~PaTEMP•OO([I,~KJ•S~(KK,JJl 






C---->fORM PROCUCT 8T•D•B 
1)0 1ea [lat,a 






OJ llO K.l(=l,lt 
r~v~=TE~P•S~C~<.t!)*C61~~.4JJ 
CJNT P:u= 
Sl li,JJ) •SC It ,JJ) +TF~•A&.•&B•Il• 
17') CJ':T I NIJE 
18·) Cf.NT .u;: 
19~ co>. rt ~u~ 
IF I "';~L .EO. 2 I GO TO 19S 
01 2'1·) 1•1.8 
n1 zq' J=t,o 
s=lt,JI•SII.JI 
zqo cn.,.~r r~wc: 
GO •r 300 
195 CG"4T l1i1J:!: 
DO 2!'0 1=1,4 
CC ZC!') .l=t,a 
R~l l,JJ z ZERO 
200 C'JI,jf J '£Ut; 
!:TA=Z-::~(1 
xt :o:z:~o 
qo ~ .:tn 
CALL OE~!VEl~T~,XI,tA,88,FR.6MI 
0') 231 11=~1,4 . 
DO Z~'J JJ=l,A 
T~..,.P~l~RC 
00 211 KK=lo4 




210 co~1T r•:ol! 
on zn l=t,a 
Oil 270 J=l,S 
T~~P•ZERO 
00 ll..'l K.a 1, 4 
T~~P.aT~MP+8H(K,ti•OSCK.JJ 
21>0 ((lNT l '·UE 
SFII.JI • SE&t,JI•T~~P•AA*B8•RR 
270 CONTINUE 
280 co"r tr•ue 
00 300 1•1,8 
oo 100 J•t.a 




SU."\il~!J-:-! •,c 'lE':=t !v:::! .::r .' .• x!, .\!, ~ B,Ril,RM) 
C----·>FC~"'t ~--..:~,:..£x F~,. Ll-~;:.\i< g;:_(ThN.GlE 
:"'-oLIC!T ~'='ll "'~ ( .. -H,I)-l ) 
OI~~~SIC~ ~~~~.d) 
04U. rJI-t~,FC:_y~ /l,'lXl,4.00:JO/ 
C---->IN!TIAlll~ Cf'"<Sr'-TS 
C4 =C .. o:7 IF Cti~ 
~ETURII 
EIIO 
R'l.!{ 1.1 ).=. :'•*l FT .1-r'l~.;E 1/!A 
9-"" ( 2 ,z I= ::',•( x: -'J'iE' I/ ~t. 






b'lll:'( :., 3 J =3"( z ·" J 
i;"H4,4):s-3"'{ l,J.J 
8'4( 1, SJ =C~•' :,.~-:•ET .\J /A A. 
5~(2,0I=~~~tc~=•XII/88 











SUSIU"'l:T[~'! Fr.=l.I4F\ ( AA, S:\, XQ, YO• C ,80 ) 
~~~Pll(l"' ~:.il *8 IA-H,G-Z) 
or~c;,~~H~'~ s~H410I ~eoc t,,as 





0!) !eiJ I a l 1 '• 
o"l te~ J~t.a 
11'11 I ,JJ•ZERO 
UG CC>.T !"i·lE . 
(All O~~lveccrA,XI 1 AA,8B,AA 1 8MI 
QtJ 2t;'J lla1,4 
o., tc:.o JJ•1 ,a 
9DIII,JJI•91'III,JJI 
PO CC,.TINUE 
200 CrtiT INUE 
FE TURN 
Et~i) 
SUii;::'JuTp~;: PL..\SCL ( ~ts-tELr 
1. DIS;JL I 
NU.V-..P, ~iP"4.\X, NrL'"t\X, PI,!Ptot.AXZ, O(tU., 
N:.,c. ~r. Sl{v, SJ<H, IJ"'IIlt.X, NP=t:J, ... TvP, 
I~VRT, N~lPT, NSTEPT, Foace, IUPOAT 1 2 Bfa, ~:E.,.,'\Xr 
~~~LICIT P~Sl •8 (6-H~~-ZJ 
(Q,.aKf:-: I I"'PT I SlG-C.C,J, £j~S(.r.l, GY(2), h, ALFA, UETA, FO, F1r S\JP, 
1 GJ:, SX, C22r (ii4, H:, :-tlCr CC 1rr41, :tC, VJ, ~0, 
2 1.:.., ns-. O·H'••'n, L!H4J, ~TtO,~J,C:t4,4J ,A'\V!...: 
1 
2 
O:"!.~!lc~ICti i:'SIGI4J, ~;:::;,:)141, '.:;cc:--.13~:.:...,2J, $1{Ht3')J, SK'JllOJ, 





t,;-~;(,.,11J, UNI.\XIl;,),t·'llr FC~C=(~P~AX2~rDlS~Ll!\?~AX21 
I J.·lCC·J I 




C2'J CLM IJ,i.or.t,.:.J,CC STI [, .• JJ,Jz1,8J ,t-=1,81 
({;J ( Sl:all, C: 0 S(!J,:=l,4J, :;Y(l.J, GYC2l. Hr ALfA, ar:TA, FO. 
Fl. S•a::», Ul, SJC:, C22t Clt4, ... 1, !1'!:'1, XC, YO, :.~, BS, AO, 
I t ~ f! r J J 1 is!. • .t..) tJ •1 r 4) 1 ( ( 6~ ( (, J I tJ• 118) 1 I •1,4) 1 l ( CC ( ltJ) 1 2 
3 J=l ,41, 1•1,4 J , l!~GLE 
)'IIITy;J'~ = )ffYP("f) 
!.?T = ".O':LPH ") 
on 1':'0 t=lr4 
os:cliJ .s ZERO 
:J~~SCIJ : ZE~tO 
100 C.ONT lf.UE 
C---->SfT UP M"Ot.l iii Si"LAt:E~~NT .l!toiO COr.KCINATES 
DO 111) 1=1,4 
11 • z•t 
KK = ZjJL=\(U 
yel( !l-!1 • O':l TAI•K-11 
V~LCIIJ s ~ELTACK~J 
110 CCNT I NuE 
C---->CALCULATE Sf~.\IrlS 
121) 
!l'l 1H 11•1,~ 
re><• = ze•o 
DO IZO JJ•1,8 
TEMP • TE~P+OOlii,JJJ*VEl CJJJ 
CIJNTHJUE 
OEPSIIII • TE>IP 
FPSIIII • EPSIIII • OEPSIIII 
13'3 CO>ITIWE 
C---->CALCULATF STOESSES 
DO 150 ll•lo4 
TE!-i!P • ZERO 
on 140 JJ•1,4 
140 
150 
TE~P • TE~P•CCIIIoJJI•DEPSIJJI 
CONTIOiiUE 





C-->STAOT PL•STIC CALC~'lATI:l~S 
C---->CHE(K !'f.\1'Vd4L TYPE 
(F I ~?y~~ .CQ. L ) GO T~ 170 
(!.LL PLA~TL I FOP.CEr SP~ .. ·.xz, u:if.\X, USTEPT, tt.VAT, N~T, OStC, 
1 OE?S, IUPD~T, ~. NPRC J 
G:l Tn 18~ 
11::1 C£Ll f)L~ .1·, ( F~C:. ~p·ux2, UNI.\X, NSTEPT, lt~VRT, NPT, OSI<ir 
1 C~PSr IUP~~T, H, ~PRO J 
ttl~ cr..,..r: .•.u:: 
WitT: 191 t LJ( !J, 1=!,4) , II STCt,.JJ, Jzlr8J, 1•1,81, 
1 CSI~(lJ, EPSlU,fat,ltJ, GYCllr CYC2J, Hr ALFA., SETA, FOr 
2 F•, suP, ex. sx, czz, '"~' "'' ,Jr., xo, vc, &.A, ea, RO , 
l 'lCf r ,J) I 1•1 I '•• ,J=l ,4 •• (eeoc lrJJ ,J•lr8J ,, •l.~J ·"''" •• u. 
~ .i"'lr4J,I=l,41 ,A~CLE 
20'l CO'ITI>:·J~ 
C---->CHf(Jt 3Cl-!l l!'"S 
IF I , •• :J. Q I GO TO 250 
!F I Pt'/:t.T .~C. 0 J GO TO 250 
03 ZSI) !sl•"'·" 
I!=~_,cu .u•z 
JJ=·.;;~(( ,2J•2 
V~l$• • I DISPLIJJI - OISPLIIII I 
h:llSP = c•3S I DIS?LIJJ-11 - DISPLIII-11 
IF I v:>l S• .l T • lEA•1 I r,o TO 220 
IF I YJISPL .tr. BFOIII I GO TO ZZO 
S<VIII • ZERO 
SIC. HI I J ,.. ZEitO 
220 CONTI W~ 
V:l!SP sCABS I DISPLIJJI- OISPLIIII I 
r~<rl • S~Htll•~OlSP 
•S<V ~ SK~III*VOISP 






on )00 N • J,~UMEL 
1\.E&O (91 I UU ta, l=lr41 , ll ST(f,J), Jzl,81r J;rl,8), 
1 CSIUlllr EPS[JI.I•lr4J, GY(lJ. GY(2J. Hr A-LFA, BETA, FOr 
2 Fl. S~~, GX, SXr C2Zr C44, Mlr ~10, XO, YO, AA, R&r FOr 
3 C£C(f,J),Jzl,4JrJ=lr41,(180(I,JJ,J•l,81,1•1,4J,((tCCir.Jh 
~ J•l,4Jrl•t,~lrA~GLE 
W~ITE lZHLSIIIrl•l•4J,C( STC leJ),J•lr81 rl•lr81 
WR.ITE l&J lSIGCtle EPSllltl•l,4J, GVClJ, GYCZJ. H, AlFAr BETA, FOr 
1 Fl, SUP, GXr SX, C22t C44r MJ, ~IQ, XO, YO, AA, 88r RO , 
2 CCCI I rJ1r l•lr4lrJ•l rltl, & CBOC I ,,JJ ,J•lrftl rl•lr"'l ,UCCl lr.llr 




S~q,RQUTUcE Pl~CC'h ( F~C':r "'i~v!.l(l, U~IAX, "STFPT, JNVPT, NPT, DCEt 
1 JS, :uPC>.tT, "4, Jii3itC ) 
('4PLICIT At:6L • 8 ( 1-H, 0-l J 
CC"fM·JN I l!-tPT I GC'tJ, SI4J, ..;YC2), H, :.tft., ,jE!~, FO, Fl, SUP, 
1 ex. sx, c:zz, c.-.~e, "'tf, ":c, c.c.:,,~t-J. Jf:1, va, itO, 
z ta., 5fil u::ct..,aa, L.il4J, STCG.3J, ccr~t-,,.J ,ANGLE 
OI~C'1SI1Jr- 0!)(4,~J.F~l~C!:C\rl'~.A.JC2:, (..")(I,J, (""l4J, -G;J~F(.:.J, 0Gi>L14It 
1 J'H'tl1 !1(1,), ll•t ... J. D(.:.J, ll~dA)IllJ,3:,l~J, ~Pt;J0(4tlOJ, 
2 OS( 1t) I OGI!:C4J, OSPli4), P(SJ 
OlT.a ze=c • oas , C't~ , ,,.o , TH=t~c:. fTf, PT~ • ~AD 
1 /·').0")00 I J .. SL'UJ 11 .ooc;:, z. JOO'l ,), OoJOO .-1. co-7 I 1. OD-7 .s 7.295 7 795000/ 
C---->fL4STIC SOLUTIO~ 
"'':!>l = NPq0(2,NPTJ 
oo so_ r ,.. l·,s 
Pill • ZE•O 
SO CC~TI"Uf 
IF I •STEPT .~E. ~ I GO T( 70 
OJ 60 1=1,4 
" C~ C II • ZERO 
G!-'( I) a CGEI tJ 
60 C~NTINUf 
GO TC 7E:ol 
(---->CALCULATE TQTAL STRESS 
70 0~ 8Q J•lo4 
G~IJI • GIJI 
GPOIJI • GIJI+DGfiJI 
80 CONTir~UE 
IF I ~I I 2~?.1Clo3-J~ 
C---->STA•T PLtSfiCITY CALCULATIO~S 
liJI) CALL 'JCT/ I G, GYCU, .\LF.S, BETA, F'1, A, NTE')1P 1 '11 J 
CALL OC.Tt I GPA, GY(lJ, ALFA, 8FT&, Fl, C, ISIC''h HI 
C---->CH~CK EL•STIC CAS~ 0~ ELASTIC UI'IL:llOI~G 
125 
130 
. IF I Fl oLT. ET~ I GO TO 12S 
GO T(l 150 
on 110 1•1.~ 
G~lll • GPRIII 
CJNTINU!= . 
IF I GPP()J .GT. UIIIIAXI2olo"PTI I GO TJ SOO 
GO T(' 760 
C---->CHECK U~LOAOI!<G FRO! ELASTIC TC PLASTIC 





GO Tr 175 
Atl EST I HATE OF R 
AI • -1 FC/IFl-FOI I 
I~P~C'VEO VALUE OF R 
DO 160 1•1,4 
DGPLIII • GIII•Al•DGEIII 
CO-.TINUE 
CALL OCTA I OGPL, GYillo ALFA, BETA, FZ, Ao NTEHP, HI I 





'() 11J J•l,4 
,;·•G"" ""·DE"''C~•4lJJ•rcecJJ 
CC"'T f•ru~ 
~ ~ Oi-l F2/0E~~~ , 
G-~ rc 1 ?•l 
C---->C~i(~ C£!~ ~F J~ST YIE&.OINC 
175 tc. l ~.:.5S l i1 I .LT, PT: .A'IO. FO .LT. ETE I CO TO 180 
r.~ r .... i :;s 
1a!l c = !J"-'E 
G:J rr 19' 
C---->CIS€ OF L~AOI~G FP:~ YIELD SU~FACE 
185 ~ : z~~c 
191 IF I ~I • '4E • 0 I GO T 0 19 6 
C---->C&LC'Jll&-r~ ·•ew H FC~ CAS~ OF t.EW PlASTICITY 
192 
lf l :stc.·~ J Ic;2,19l,l91t · 
~ST : ~tPP":( lr"!PT) 
h :s IU~oiAXl',ST .. J,t,,.!PT)- UNU·Xl~ST•Z,lrNPTI J/ 
(U"Ii4X(:-4ST+J·,J,~PTJ- UtHAX(I\Sf+Z,l,ttPTI I 
~· ,. -1 
G'l TO 195 
193 P-I~T llC,, ~ 
194 H • ZEQO 
VJ a 1 
195 IF I ISIG'I .LT.l~•'l I PRl'-T 130~,11 
t---->SCLL~. "LlSTit S'<fSSES AND STRAINS 
190 ~1 l~G J•l,4 
19<1 
C.~JJ z C(JI +R•DGE(JJ 
~~~J· ~ tC~~-~J*OS(JJ 
;~c(JI "" (-J~E-~J•OCfCJt 
C"-'IJJ "" G(JJ 
J3PLIJI • ZERO 
co~.,: ~ . .-JE 
IF t lSJC•• I 2~5,299,294 
C---->C&i: 'F ~l, PL~STICITY 
ZOO DO 2~1 J•lo4 
201 
C"'(JJ • C(JI 
OSPL(JJ • li!:AO 
CChTI'<'JE 
!<LAG • IASSI~II 
GO r("t lZJSr275l, !FlAG 
C---->PLAS•!CITV CILCULATIC~ I~ CoC qfGIOH IHI•-11 
2~S Clll ~ra C G~. GY, AlFl, &ETA, FO, A1 ISIGN. H[ 
C---->CALCULAH CP.~ST ANT DLAIIOA 
0\e.TTl • ZE"-0 
DL&M•ZEiiO 
C---->C&lCUL&TE D•C•A 
0:1 Z1'l l•l.~ 
AHIII • Alii 
ZlO C:INTINUE 
DO ZlS 1•1o4 
C'lll = ZE~O 
O~H I l = Z~ilO 
DO 2l2 J=l,4 
~C!l-= CCil• CCl,Jt•!CJ) 
rrj.CIJ .::11 c:u11 .. ccl,Jt•.:.ac . .u 
212 CONTI~U~ 
~~TTA a B~T~~•!CJI*J~ll) 
Dli\M = OLA"t .. ~((J•JSl ll 
215 CONTI~Uf 
Dl~~ = DLA',/l~•~EfTAI 
IF I N•~~TTA .GT. lf'O ) COT~ 220 
If I OETTA .EQ. l~Rn I GO T~ 22a 
Piliti! ZCO"l, "1 
220 IF I GLA~ oleo ZE•~ I GO TO 225 
GO TC 2JS 
C---->CHECK EL!·STIC U"L01:>l~G oq ZEOO PL•STIC Sfi;AIN 
225 W"T INUE 
C'LA~ • ZEiil'l 
0()'230 1=1.4 
G"ll I • GPqlll 
230 t1~rr•:u5 
Gl1 T(' 16') 
235 00 240 1=1.4 
G'H II • G~l I I•DGEIII 
240 C~NT Jf'lU:: 
C---->tALCvL•TF PLASTICITY INC~E~EHTS 
00 245 1=1,4 
DSPLC l J • OLA."4~A( I I 
c·~tll • G~lii-OL.:."l•rHH[) 
245 CCINT llliJF 
C---->CALCULATr EOUIVELE~T ~IAXIAL PLASTIC STPAI~ 
DENO"'' .::1 OS~'{T(C'.I=/iHI\.EE•IT .. O* CSPLlli**Z•no~'1•0SPll21**2+ 
· 1 Tioi'O*OSPLCJI**2-+CSFU41**Z11*1SIG,. 
SUP • SUP+DEf\0!11 
IF I !SIGtl I 2S5 ,250,Z50 
250 P~lhT 1500, M 
C---->CCMPRFSSION 
ZS5 !CASE • 
hST ~ l+NP~OCJ.~~T) 
NSTP ~ NP~nt4,N~Tt•~~~0(),~~Tt 
00 2b0 l•~ST,NSTP 
IF I OA!iSIU'!IAXIlo~•~PTII .LT. o•BSISU?I I GO TO 260 
H • (UN1AXII,lr~PTJ-~~~~X(I-1rlr~PTJ J/ 
.I UhiAXI 1 , 3, NPT 1-U .. IAXI 1-1,3 ,NPTJ l 
GYIICASEI • GYI I CASE 1Hl0 0ENCH 
GO Tr 285 
260 . CONTINUE 
IF I INVRT • EQ • 0 I GO TO 760 
PO.I>JT 1000, II 




DO 270 .1=1,4 
CCC I ,Jl • ZEiiO 
27:1 CIJ'IT IN<JE 
"I • -2 
-.:":! ::11 .. , '=•l 
C'l T:'i lb~ 
C---->C&S£ OF ~' · ··~~T r.ol..SHo~ I 'I CO•PRESSICI'I 1~1•-21 
275 0~ 2~1 t=l.~ 
r. .... : J • z~q-c 
280 C1~rp.-;c 
G~ T~1 ;'t' 
'---->AP#LY c~:::~,:~~ ?a srg~sses 
2i15 (.\J..~ CICT.I. I G~, r.r, .lLF\, aETA, Ft. O, ISIGN, Ml I 
:l!:'•~ .. • LEit.J 
DO 2'>0· 1•1.~ 
~f~~ • OE~!••ACJJ••z 
290 c ')PiT I ~=u.~ 
Q;-HFJ'4 • Fl/OESO-t 
~~~ 292 l•l .... 
f'rF • :tEt..CIIfi9&5U J 
C~CJJ a G~I:J-TYF 
292 C~!\.TJt::.J': 
co rc no 
C---->CASE OF ~aST C~ACci'IC 
294 s1 • ~s·c~~'''~"rzjJ 
52 • P5•(t;~C lJ-GMI2J J 
Sl • OSO~TCS2**2•GMC41••21 
GX • Sl+SJ 
C2 • Sl-Sl 
~'"l~l~ • l:EPI'J 
IF I -1'1 .€~. 5 I GO TO SOO 
IF I r,v11o1 .€J, .z~oo ,APID, S2 ,fQ, ZERO I GO TO 291 
:. ... UL~ = P5•ti:lT.C.N21C.PRClti 1 S21J 
297 C44 • CCC4,41 
C22 • CCI2oZI-CCilo21••2/CCilo11 
P-I~T 12~~. H,A~GLE 
oo zc;a 1•1.-... 
ABIII • SIII-~SIII 
298 CONTI'iU€ 
CALL TOt;S I A8o CS, ANGLE, 1 
SX • D8111 . 
T • Sl-Sl 
TYF • PA!)•ANCL.E 
IF I CPR131 .CT. U!tiiXIZo1oi'IPTI I FC-oNE 
C'l Tl' 300 
Z99 PRII'IT lSOO, H 
ST!!P 
C-·-->CALCULATE PRI~CIPAL STRESSES 
l~ CALL U"S I Slllo A, l"'GLF.o l I 
CALL TRNS I G-R. Oo A~CLEo Z I 
C33 • tl3,31 
IF I GP•Ill ,CT, UNIAXI2oloNPTI I FC..CNE 
FIX • ZEA:J 
IFLAG • ~I 
G~ TC I 3~~o390o41o5 lo !~LAG 
C---->C~.4CK!:O l" l OIOECTIC~ 
lSO CC~~tr !t;'-JE 
CO lt.O 1=-1,4 
0111 a Gill 
360 C.:":oT P.;tJE 
t.\LL TP"''S ( Cllll , Q, AI\"GLE, 2 I 
IF I I"VRT .CT.' I CO TO 390 
GU TC' lolO 
C---->FIRST PECUCE Ill SHEAR 
390 T• P5*Cio4 
Fl :c ZERO 
Cll • 0.10-5 • C22 
C4LL ttAT~~D·I C.C, .\:..GL':, ttl, C22, T J 
IF I" F'l ,co, Ct.,: J CCC3,31 a 0.1:>-5•CCl,31 
IF I FO ,t:f, Cl\f I GO TO 4CO 
CCil,lJ z O.l0-5o•Cil,:U 
CCiloll = CC(l,ll 
CCI3o21 • CCII,JI 
CCIZoll • C:Cil,ll 
400 ~10 a ~~~•1 
IF I I'.JVRT ,C,T, 0 J KJ•2 
IF I I'<V~T ,CT. a I GO TO 420 
C---->CALCULAT~ STPE~S ~LFME"'T CAI'I PICK 
!)( lJ .a: z-;RO 
0121 • C22*ll21 
IF I F~ .e~. C'E I GO TO 417 
:1131 • CPR Ill 
CO TC 418 
lol7 Dill • ZERO 
or,1e ?141 • T *AI41 
420 IF I 0121 .LT; ZERQ I GO TO ~30 
C---->TE,SI~~ I~ 2-0I~ECTIO~S 
IF I OIZJ.LT. UNIAXIZolo'lPT I I GO TC.460 
C---->ELEHENT CPACK•J ll'l '- DIRECTION 
HI • l 
PR I "T 1600, l4 
0121 • U"IAXIZoloNPTI 
FIX • ONE 
CO TC 4'o5 
C---->CONPRE!SiaN IN 2- Dlq:CTIOI'IS 
43, IF I Al21 .CT. UNIAXINPROI3o'lPTI•NP~CI4oNPTI,ZoNPTII CO TO 4~0 
C--->COOICRETE HAS C~USitED IN 2ND DIRECTION 
141 • 3 
PIU I'IT 16CO, M 




FIX a O'iE 
GO TC 445 
C---->CHEC~ ElJS~IC Q~ DLAS!IC 
~·~ t:~T = 'PQCC3,'1~TJ 
(F I ~(21 .c;r. '.J'H.\XI'iST+2t2,•;:t"T U CO TO 460 
C---->C?~CR~TE IS PL.STJ~ 
·.?J z U~IAXt~~T+2,! 1 ~~Tt 
G'l T(' 460 
C---->C.\~~ 11F tl=-4~""'or cq;.s.cv..E:> 0-' C::l.SnE:) l)t 1-CIR(CTION 
lt't5 IF l- F:J .::o. o .. :: t t:Ct3,JJ = 0.10-S•Cll,l) 
IF C r•,yRT .<.T. V) FIX ;r: lEIII:O 
IF I FIX .~O. ~~~ t CO T~ 46~ 
(~ll HA1'~0 ( CC. 6~~LEt O.lq-s.O.IO-S, Fl ) 
II![~ ;1: "'!'J+l 
IF I I"IVH .~T. 0 I GO TO 460 
0! 11 • ZE>.O 
OIZJ • ze;o 
IF I FJ .E:i. C~: I GO TO 4SO 
0(3) z ~PRC3) 
G(J Tl" 455 
4SO 0111 • ZEAO 




460 CC>IT IWO: 
CILL TR .. S I Do G,., -~..CLEo 2 I 
GO TO T60 
SOl) IF I GPAI)I .LT. U'HAXI2olo"PTJ I GO TO 760 
Q") SS·J 1•1•4 
G'-!l I J • GPIU IJ 
550 t'l>IT INUE 
G~C31 • U~IAXCZ,l.NPTI 
'" • s 
760 IF I I UP OAT • eo. 0 I GO TO 790 
PRINT IOo M I 
GO TC 800 
C---->CALCUL4TE •ESIOUll FORCES 
790 IF I Ml .EO. 0 I GO TO 797 
Dfl 7~5 J•t.a 
DO 79S 1•1,4 
PIJI • PIJI•GEIIoJI•"IGPRIII-GMIIJl ORO 
79S r.~NTINU~ 
797 0:1 798 1•1,4 
Gl II • G~l II 
798 COPH INIJE 
SOJ COPITINIJE 
IF I MIO .EO. 0 I GO TO aso 
IF I I~VPT .eo. 0 I GO TO 8SO 
C~LL AXAfC I ~A, ea, CC, RO, STo MODL 
MtO z 0 
C---->AO~ ~=si~TfO J~ ~:SIO~L FORCE TO fOqCE 
850 ~C 301 t=lr4 
II = z•r 
..IJ a LaC lt•2 
f::!C~(JJ-11 .,. FORCEI..IJ-l)+P(I 1-U 





llOJ F:J:tM4T l //, 1 THE ~;J!J(V.":.tENT' llti(AXlAl PLASilC STA.AI!\1 I~ ELE"'-E,..T 1 
t.Itt.• M.\~~xc~:o::::c w.~x. v.s.tu:• ,111 
11~0 F:J!l'"tAT I //, 1 E~~C=t f~ ElEH~~fi' 1 ,14,//) 
1200 f1R .. ATC//,' -:LE~~\'!•,t.t.,• t-IJ.S cr.,'\CKEC /IT A~GLE 1 ,~H2.4,//J 
1):1·) FDQ~.t.Tit.• -.:O~ll"-=.\R 9£H~Vt0~ CCCUR::D lN fLE:"-ENT •,t 1,,1J 
lSC·'l f)I=J4.'H ( //, 1 •e S;3'A'-Crt!~ ==:~PCFO ~CCUPEC [N ELE'4P•T 1 .14,//J 
lbQJ FO~~AT ( //, 1 :LE~~~T•,t4.' HAS CR~SHEO •,// ) 





SJ6RCUrn == Pl-1STL I f':o7(~, tt="""AX2, U~!AX, NSTEPT, lf'IIVRT, ttPT, OCIE, 
1 OS, (IJP\L\ T, ~, ~,;Otft0 ) 
t~.lt!C!'~" Oi.:lL • 8 I &-H, 0-l I 
Cn~~tK:,•l I 1"'=-r I .:it4S, SC'•I• GYCZJ, H, ALFt., bFTA, FO, F1, SUP, 
1 GX, SX, CZ2, (44, ~1, 11111 IC, ((1.,4), XOr Y!l, AO, 
2 tl, 3J, RF(.;,:)f, ld(4), Si(!l,fiJ,CC.C4,4J,,V .. ClE 
.JI•C~iSt~.~ ~J(!,,·)),F~;c:;:c•IP,..A(2l, GQl4J, (!"{4J, CPR(4), CGPL(ft.J, 
1 '::JC'tl• £(4), •'1.!1.141, 0(4), UNIA)'fll),3,10J, t..PrtOI\-,10) 1 
2 •J'SI41, Ot::::C4J, OSPll4J, PCBI, (Y!1(2") 
i)ATA l£='(, ::''l~,Ta":,THQE!: I O.OOOO,l.I)000,2.0000,3,0000 I 
D.t.TA TP;;, ::T~, PTE I 10.0000, -l.00-7, l.OD-7 I 
J('~l a 0 
TYF a TEN 
..,.,CL s •.PRO( z,~PT) 
0~ ~C I • 1.8 
P( iJ :a l~iiO 
50 C!'•tr J•.;z: 
C--->~llS"'IC .s::-l•JTIQ't 
If I ~sr~PT .~~. 0 I GO TO ZOO 
o~ 10<) Jz1,4 
t;-1( I I a: LERO 
G•lll • OCE Ill 
100 C"'Jh.T l'eJJ5: 
!Yt~to -= ~ 
GJ '"f. 761 
C---·>C4lCUll1£ !~TIL ST~ESS 
200 on 3>~ J=l,4 
v~lJI • C(JI 
~:JJF(JJ • ~CJJ•OGC:(J) 
30) CO'i'" l•.rJ= 
t---->STA•T PllSTICITY CALCUlATIOS 
CALl '41S!S I t;CU, GYUI, FO, A, NTEHP 1 f'MI ) 
CALL "'IS!"S I GP~, CYI11 1 Fl, O, ISIGr., Kl'l ) 
t----> CH~C~ ELASTIC CAS~ OR UllLOAOING 
IF I Fl .LT. fTE I GO TO ~0') 
G!J T(' 020 
400 00 ~I) 1•1,4 
Guiii•GPRIII 
410 cmo~T P.ue 
!YIELD • 0 
GO T(" 7611 
420 IF I Fl ,GT, PTE • A'IO, FO ,LT, ETE I GO TO HO 
GO T[' 470 
C---->GET AN ESTIMATE OF R 
'olD PI • -I FCII Fl-FOI 
011 ~4? I •1,4 
:>G>~IIl •GIIl+RI•DGflll 
'o40 COI<T lr<UE 
CALL ~ISES I DGPL, GYIIIo F2o •• NTEMP, ~MI I 
DENC~ • ZERO 
03 It~) J=\ ,4 
~€~0~ = OE~O~•£lJI*CCElJJ 
45~ C~~TINUE 
R = Rl-lF2/0~~C~l 
IFLA~ = 0 
IF I "I .FJ. 0 I :;a TO ~<>0 
co; TC' 485 
C---->CH~C~ CA~E ~F JUST YI<LOING 
460 IFLAG • I 
Ml • DABSIF21TYfl+l 
IF I ~I • G T. 5 I M I =5 
:;r. tr ~eas 
470 IF I OASSIFII .LE. PTE ,A~O. FO .LT. Elf I GO TO 'o7S 
G.J tr 500 
475 
loS' 
" • o-..e 
IFLAG "" 0 
IF I ~I .!l. 0 I GO TO 460 
G:J tr 435 
~· • 1 
IFLAG .a l 
C---->CALCULATF ~EW H FCR: C.\SE Cf ~~E~ ?LlSTICtTY 
48S IF I IFL•G ·"=· I I GO TC 510 
IF ( ISIC~-i l 490,5')~,495 
490 ~ST : ~P~Cll,~~TI 
H • t u·~tAXI!\ST+),l.'-i»T)-lJt;I:..X(t~..S.T+2,1,NPTJ 
( U:': I AX l ~S T+), 3, !\PT 1-u•H AX ( 1\ST •2 ,),NPT I 
495 
1 
GO TC 510 
H: l UNIAX(),l,N~T1-U~t£~(2.1,~PT) 
l UNIAXC),],to.:?TJ-U~IAX(Z,l,J\PT) 
GO TC 510 
C---->SCALE El•STIC STRESSES 
500 R • ? 
510 IYiflD • 1 
DO 5ZO J:c1.4 
t;CJ) = C(Jl .. ~•OCEt.JJ 
OSIJI • IG~E-•I•DSIJI/HI 
OG~(J) ~ (ONE-~J•OG~CJ)/"1 
G•11 J I • CIJ I 
OSPL(JJ a Z!:FIO 
5ZO CO~TINUF 
SUPM • SUP 
CY~Ill • GYitl 
GY:H21 • CYI21 
ALfA~ • AlfA 
HM • H 
NTEHP • Ml 
IF I SETA .EQ. O~E I PRINT 1500,M 
BETA • ZERO 
C---->PLASTICITY CALCUL&TIC~S I~ Ml STEPS 






C.S.LL 'ot!SfS C c·-1, CY~, fQ, A, ISIGN, """"I i 
C---X.\.l.C"JL.! Tf OLA"'JA 
P.CTT \ :z lERO 
Cll.~ ~ ZERO 
(----)(Al.CULAT:: c~C•A 
O'l 'SJ:) I =l,t. 
t.P.CII • AClJ 
530 cc~.rr'•'J':: 
'~ 5~0 l-=1.4 
Ott) ,. l.ERO 
oacr• = lER'l 
i:iO :).c.~ J=l,4 
;!( !1 a Dlll•Cti,Jt•hfJJ 
c~CII .a C3Cllt-CCI,J)•AOCJJ 
S~-3 C'lP.TP;•J!: 
~~TT& • 6ETTA+ACII•DBCI) 
~l~~ • DLA~+JCll*OSfli 
55;) C.:!"<T!WE 
C--->US~ ... ut~rrn·.~ CC·:FFIC tE"~H H 
~LA~ • OLA~/(H+BETTA) 
lF I IH+3SfTAI .GT. Z~P'l I GO TQ 560 
IF r ~ETT\ .E~. ZEkO J GO TO 560 
PI\Jro'" z:)), .. 
<;6J t• I 1\l•~ .LE. ZERO I GC TO 570 
CC Tl' 500 
57~ DLA~ • ZERO 
lYELI) s 0 
01 5&C tzl,lt 
G•l II • GPR I II 
58~ CCtJT t•w-: 
G:.'l TC 7~~ 
590 CO tOO 1=1,4 
G•lll • G~lll + DGEIII 
600 c~·n 1 'hJE 
(.---->CALCULATE >L\STir. STR41~ & STR~SS INCERMENT 
D"J bl') 1•1 •"• 
OS~L(IJ • OLAM*A((J 
G•lll • GMI 11-0LA••OBIII 
610 cor.TI'<u~ 
C.--->C&LCULA'!"E t;O'ifl.!~T U~IAXlAL PlASTIC STRA l:'"l I~CR~P,.T 
c~NO.,. • oso~ T( .)~IE/ nt~ee•' T ~o•os rL t 1 )*•2 • r"o•DSPL' 2, ••2• 
To0*0SPLI31**2+DSPLI41•*2II*ISIGN 
~UP:-1 • SUF'4+r)EN')1-1 
C---->LOCATE PF!OHNT POl•T Cfl ST~SSS-STPAIN CU~VE 
If I IS IC~ I 620,630,630 
C---->CO~PRESSION 
1>2Q rc•se • 2 
r.o~T • 3+ NP=tQll.NPTI 
NSP • NPRCI4,NPTJ+NPROI3oNPTI 
GO 11:' l>'oQ 
C---->TENSIO 
630 :cose • 1 
"ST • 3 
~sg z hP=cJl.~~ra 
c--->LOCATE cw=r.~~n POt!\T 
641 Dr b~O JsSST,~SP 
IF I U:\9ShJ'ti .\X( t,),Si»!")) .LT. 01\SSl Sl.ii)MJ I GO 
11"1 = (i.JP.:Il.X( t.l,"'f:>iJ-;;";!:.xt 1-&..l.~PT) J/ 
tU"'ItAX( 1.),,:>-r)-\.i,I.LX(I-l,.],NP"rl ) 
Cv·~t !CAS~J ... GY:"!liC~SEJ+H.~~t•U~'ciCI" 
Gn rr 10~ 
650 ('JNTPJUE 
PR tNT 1) JO • ~ 
01 60 J=lo4 
G"'tlJJ • lEJtO 
660 CONTINUE 
GY'-'llt • l~RC 
tLf.\'4 s ZEilC 
H" s .ZERO 
C.1 TO 76J 
C---->A~~LY c:rQ=CTIJN T~ ST,ESS l~C~EX£~T 
70·, CALL :.-tS!:S ( :~'4, G"r"'r Fl, :l, ISiG:oo, JtMI 
[tE"o':'"" :& zEa'l 
on 120 t=l·"-
OEN~~ a DE~C~•~III**2 
720 CONTINU~ 
oc "-IJ~ c F 1/ OE~OM 
OJ 73•) 1•1,4 
G~lll • G~III-OEWlii*DIII 
730 CONT !t.UE 
750 C~NTINUE 
C---->CALClJlATf INC~"''fNT.\·L FORCE 
760 IF I IUPOH .EQ. J I GO TC 7a0 
PQlNT 1), "''t 
C---->UP~ATE •••I48LES 
C.---->C.\L(IJLATf ~'!;SIOUAl FORCE 
780 IF I !YIELD .EQ. 0 I GO TC 790 
oo 705 J•1.s 
on 1es 1=1.4 
P(J) • PlJJ+BEll,JI•lGPR(lJ-GI'l(IJ J•JIO 
785 CONTINUF 
790 DO 7~5 1•1,4 
Gill • G•lll 
795 C~hiiNUE 
IF I IVIELO .:.~. ~ I GO TC 8,0 
CALL AXR~C ( 4A, fE!, CC, RQ, ST, MOOL 
S'JP • SUF~ 
GYILI • GY!<III 
GVIZI • GY~I21 





H • ._.,. 
800 CC>1T l~u: 
C--->&!)'l ~"SIHfO J• AESIOUAl FORCE 
o..: ~l' ! 3 1.4 
n 'II: 2•1 
JJ :a LBt IJ*2 
F.--:~~;IJJ-lJ 'II: FC~C~IJJ-U•PUl-1) 





IOOJ FO~~Ar I 11,• THE ~OUIV~L~T UNIAXIAL PLASTIC STqAIN AT ELEM~~T•, 
1. lit,' f)C.£~.lS TH~ .. AX. YI.Lli!!' ,/) 
15~J F~g•ATI/,' YIELO C'CUQE~ I" ~LE~~NT •,14,/J 
2100 F·J'-"~" I //,• C~ITIC&t SOFH"I"<G t!AS CCCURFO IN ElEME,.T'.Jl,/1 
E'i.l 
SUlJ:'ll.ITI~:E f"!C.TA ( G, GY. o\lf.S., S!:U,, F, A, !SIGN, HI 
I~PLICtT ~~Al • 8 ( A-H, 0-l J 
C-->EVAltJ.!T::~ Jr.,~ Yl~LC. FI,;!'ICII'JN a•.o ITS t-,r:;tl"'.il aASIE.l C~ 
C THE ~(T:H~C~~l SH:4~ ST~fSS C~l7E~I~~ 
r.t~ENSIC~ C.l4J, GYI2J, .114J, 6l(4). 4214), Sl31 
:)1 T t. L-::;(C", f•5, -:•,f, T~::-, T!fO=E 10. JO'll ,-), SDV•'l ,1. C.J?·l, 2 .O'lOQ, 3. ODO'l/ 
S~J = GSO~T(TH~EEJ 
c---->~~~~CIPt.t sr~~ss~s 
S;. = P5•tG(liH#l2ll 
sz 'II O:)•(GllJ-G(l)l 
Sl ~ JS~qf(Sl**Z•GI~J•*2) 
Gl • Sl•Sl 
GZ • Sl-Sl 
c---->DEVI4TO•Ic sT•:sses 
. G~ • IGIIJ+GI2J+GI3J J/THREE 
O:J 1~ 1=1,3 
Sill • GIIJ-C.'-1 
10 C~>H I"..IE 
. Gel = :JSQPT( C $( U••2•StZJ••Z•SI3Je•zJ/TWOt-GtltJ••2J 
CZ • !'l~e /SiJ3 
IF I C'4 .'.:~. l!:.1.0 • .e.~H>. Ge .EQ. ZERO J CS • l.00-7 
'TE'•P -= c;-..:;1( Tw·'J*:.R) 
C--->CO"PO'J~NT OF TH~ ~C~'t:t.L TO YIELD SURFACE 
Zl 
00 2C I=l ,3 
Al(JJ • C~~/TH~!:E 
Alii I • TE~P•SCI J 
CO~TII':UE 
t.ll '•I • ZEf{Q 
A2141 ,. TE"tP•T'"'£'*CC4J 
C---->CECI:>E rr~ Wt-tlC:II Q;:GIC~ ~JQit-lT EXIST 
~5 
IF PI'.I J lC~. 45, 50 
IF I Gl .LT. LERC .Ar;O. G2 .LT. ZE~r 
·cF I Gl .lT.1.002 .AND. G2 .LT. GYI21 
C---->CASE Of ~• OP +-
50 IS II;N a I 
TE'IP • IO~E-ALFAIII~~E+AlFAI 
Cl • TEMP 
F•Gl-GYill 
Go rc zoo 
C--->C4ES OF 
100 IS£CN • -1 
TE'IP • IBET4-Q"'EJIITWJ•BFTA-O"E J 
Cl a TEMP 
GO TO 100 
GO TO 100 
F • t2•GB +TE 'IP•GH-1 BEU•OABS I GY 12 J J J II THREE•ITWO*BETA-ONE 
JJ 
C--->EV&LUATE THF. NORMAl 
200 00 250 1•1.~ 
250 







SURR)UT[.•.e '"41S'ES ( ~. GY, F, A, IStGN, 1"1 t 
["'t=»LICIT .:t£ll • a ( .I.-i-t., :J-.:. I 
t---->EV~LUAT~S r~: Y!~LC F~':Tr:~ £~0 ITS ~CR~AL 8ASE0 ON 
c T~e v~~ ~ts;s v~~L~ c~:r~;Ic~ 
Cl""E~S!r:t. r.t'•l• GYl21t A(4J, SClt 
OAT& 1~~C.~5.~~~.r~J,T~REEIC.COJO,~.SOOO,l.00>0,2.0000,3.0000/ 
S~l • OS~~TCTH•EEI 
C.--->PP.l~lPAl STQCSSES 
Sl • ?5*CGI1J•GI211 
SZ z P5•tCfl)-Gf211 
Sl • OS"Oit:l S2••2+C.l~t> 1••21 
Gl • S1•S3 
G2 • Sl-Sl 
C---->OEVIATO•IC ST<E~S!OS 
G~ • IGIII•GI21•GI311/THAEE 
DO 10 1•1,3 
Sill • GIII-CM 
10 co"r )r;u~ 
~a • ~SORTCCS,ti••2•Sl21••2•St3)••21/TWO+G(4l••21 
IF I G" .~~. ZEO.O ,A>W. G& ,fQ, ZERO I G8 • l.00-7 
TE~~ • C~~/IT~C•G&I 
C---->CCf4PC~!:~T 'JF THE "Goa~:.:_ TO YIELD SUDFACE 
DO 20 1 •I ,3 
Alii • S~l•TE"~•Slll 
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C.0,..•:•• I C~"tT I ICltZ'llt ID2l2:JJ 
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OlfA ZfP.C,TWO/ O.OC,O, 2.0000 I 
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C--->~Q I~T CISOJl ACc;:·.o~~~r:TS 
P~:~r 2~CJ, f IOUl),(.:l,20 lrl 102111, 1•1,20 I 
Potl!ttT 2?1.0 
P~t'IT 2030 
I'I.LK • 40 
00 lC~ ~ • l.~UHNP 
K = 2 • s- 1 
P~I~T 2041, ~. X(~J, Y(rJI, DISPL(K), OlSPlCK•ll 
IF l ~ .G~. NbMNP I GO TO ISO 
IF I " .~E. KL~ I CO TO 100 
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